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Local tattoo arttst takes his art to New
York City for Sept. 11 Memorial.

Student dies
after 6-month
battle with
lung cancer
BY LEIGH BOND

contributing writtr
A JMU junior died around 1
am Sept. 13 at his home in
Farifax after losing a six-monthlong battle with the lung cancer
Adenocarcinoma.
Thomas fames Gowen III
died six months after receiving his initial diagnosis in
April 2002. He was a dean's
list student actively involved
at JMU and known to friends
simply as T.J."
"He was terminally sick,
and he still was stronger
than me," sophomore Jon
Jefferies said. "He always
had a smile [and was)
always willing to listen."

The latest household featured in (MU's
Cribs includes six young men who are officially sponsored by LifeStyles condoms.
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WWWaste of time?
Solutions to increase Internet speed:

File-sharing programs clog
Internet, cause slow speeds
BY DAVE NORMAN

• Software solutions to limit bandwidth
used by file-sharing programs
• Restrictions limiting downloads
to modem speeds (5.3 KB/sec)
• Self-regulation of students to limit
file-sharing usage

-66[T.J.] was always so
positive, and even
when his cancer got
worse, his attitude
actually got better.
-Nick Cook
junior

59
Junior Nick Cook, one of
Gowen's roommates for two
years, echoed similar sentiments: "Without a doubt,
T.J. is honestly the most genuine perscn I've ever met.
He was always so positive,
and even as his cancer got
worse, his attitude actually
got better. He'd still talk
about his plans for the
future even after doctors
told him he was going to die
... It was impossible to meet
T.J. and walk away unaffected. T.J. was always the first
to offer whenever anyone
needed something; he just
personifies everything I try
to make myself like, everything I aim to be."
Sophomore Michelle Jenkins
said, "I know that 1 speak for
everyone in saying that he was
one of the most genuine people
we will ever know, and he will
be greatly missed."
Funeral services will be
held tomorrow at 10 a.m. at

■ Q

SARAH STANir/Jgiuplikl tduor

contributing writer
"Incredibly slow," "ridiculous," "not even worth it,"
"stupid" and "a waste of time"
are all phrases students have
used to describe the current
speed of the Internet at JMU.
Dale Hulvey, associate
vice
president
for
Information Technology, said
his team realized early this
academic year that the two
primary routers providing
connection from Wilson Hall
and from the Health and
Human Services building to
dorms and apartment complexes were both dropping
packets, or not thoroughly
transporting data.
"The [JMU) network services team contacted Cisco, the
manufacturer of the routers,
and in rum Cisco provided a
software side upgrade to remedy the packet loss," Hulvey
said. He said network services thought the problem was
corrected, but the routers
were not the problem at all.
Hulvey said that while the
router upgrades "helped the
current situation," file sharing programs like Morpheus,
Kazaa and Audiogalaxy are
the root of the Internet bandwidth, or Internet velocity
problem. These programs sit

in system trays and inadvertently rum machines into a
server for shared files.
"These applications are
using the bandwidth without
the student even knowing,
and that scares the univi'rsity," Hulvey said.

-66
These applications
are using bandwidth
without the student
even knowing...
— Dale Hulvey
associate VP, Information
Technology
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He also noted that "in previous years, we would see the
Internet traffic eventually drop
off around 4 a.m. and then
pick up again the next afternoon. This year the traffic is
continuous 24 hours a day,
which is an indicator that these
programs are automated and
don't need user interaction to
download information."
Hulvey said that a quick
and possible remedy for this
see FILE, page 4

Run to raise AIDS funds
InterVarsity, Harmony team up to battle AIDS
BY DAVID CLEMENTSON

AIDRFY WTU.I AMS/«™» phmofraphtr
Sophomore Randl Roblnette hands "All Together Run," flyer*
to sophomore Leander Koger and Junior Starza Kolman.

news editor
Sophomore Johnalex Golden
spent his Tuesday afternoon on
the
commons
cheerfully
explaining to people what
Harmony and InterVarsity are.
"InterVarsity is the Christian
fellowship and Harmony is the
gay and lesbian group," the
political
coordinator
for
Harmony said while answering

a question. Along with other
members of InterVarsity and
Harmony, Golden is working
this week to register people for
"All Together Run," a campuswide 5K event to raise money
for the Valley AIDS Network.
"Not a whole lot of people
would think that Harmony and
InterVarsity
would
come
together on a project," Golden
said. "But it's worked really

well. Both of the memberships
of both groups are really excited
about the project."
According to Golden, the
walk/run, takes place from
10:30 a.m. to noon Saturday
Sept. 28, starting at the UREC
sand volleyball courts. It costs
$10 per person or $40 for a
team of five.
see AIDS, page 5

Sororities, fraternities wrap up recruitment
Greeks to welcome new inductees after rounds of interviews, mutual selection
BY KAREN KELLY

contributing writer
Sorority and fraternities
ended their recruitment, with
sororities
wrapping
up
Tuesday and fraternities finishing last night.
"This semester, specifically,
is one of the best recruitment
periods we have experienced in
at least four semesters," said
Joshua Buchanan, the president
of Alpha Kappa Lambda
Fraternity. About 15 percent of
the undergraduates on JMU's
campus are members of frater-

nities and sororities, according
to www.jmu.edu/ucenter/sos/fsl/.
According to junior Melissa
Boss, a member of Delta Delta
Delta, during the five days of
mutual selection for sorority
recruitment, women visit all
eight JMU sorority chapters in
three rounds, narrowing down
their choices while the chapters
also make decisions. Boss said
all the information is put into
computers that match up the
rankings of the girls and the
rankings of the chapters to produce the invite back list. Men

can rush one or all fraternities; it
is not formal recruitment like It
is for the women.
About 500 women went
through recruitment this year,
keeping the numbers consistent
with previous years, according
to Boss. Boss said 36 recruitment counselors — called "Rho
Chi's" — lived apart from their
chapters during this time to
provide the girls with nonbiased information and assistance. According to Assistant
Greek Coordinator Gabe Slifka,
fraternity recruitment differs in

-66
This semester... is one
of the best recruitment
periods we have
experienced...
— J oshua Buchanan

president, Alpha Kappa I jmhda
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that it lasts approximately two
weeks and consists of many
events where potential new
members can attend as little or
as much as they would Like.
Toward the end of men's
recruitment, it is up to the
brothers of that chapter to
invite the potential new member to the formal smoker, which
is followed the next night by
bid extensions, according to
junior Mike Semler, a member
of Zeta Beta Tau.
Charity Miller, Panhellenic
executive member in charge of

recruitment said rushing presents an opportunity to meet people, whether or not you join a
sorority, because it is a great way
to network, which usually results
in about a hundred new friends.
Sororities are given a quota
from the Panhellenic counsel to
keep each sorority at a set
approximate size of 50 pledges
Fraternities are not given a set
quota. However, each chapter
usually extends seven to 14
bids per semester.
ve GREEKS, page 5

Psych professor recounts time Rose's pay compared
as post-Sept 11 relief worker Salary indicative of university size
to ■

BY TONI DUNCAN
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BY MAUREEN MCCLAIN

contributing writer
A JMU psychology professor
Provided disaster relief at the
Pentagon in the weeks following
Sepl 11, 2001 and now reflects
on the experience.
Nadia Webb, a clinical psychologist specializing in neuropsychology, began teaching
"floral courses at JMU this
semester. She was living in
Washington. DC and working
at a clinic during the attacks at
*« Pentagon and the Vtorld
tade Center. Having years of
experience working with post

. .
»!..
_»_
JI..^I
traumatic
stress
disorder
patients, Webb said she contacted the local Red Cross chapter
to volunteer her help
She worked as part of "The
Special Response Team" at the
Pentagon, which was a group of
high-level crisis counselors who
debriefed the Pentagon rescue
workers in the initial phases of
repair and facilitated confidential counseling.
"Sometimes you just don't
know who's going to be the
hero," Webb said. "Situations
r

s,r PROFESSOR, page5
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Webb, JMU professor

contributing writer
While being the president
of a university may be prestigious in itself, there are many
other perks to the job. And
JMU President Linwood Rose
is not exempt
As duties increase and qualified professionals decrease, public college presidents are being
enticed into their positions with
higher salaries and compensation packages funded by both
public and private sectors
According to The Ommkle of
Higher Mutation. President
Mark Yudof of the University of

Texas System is the highest paid
public college president with ■
Cickage totaling $787,314.
niversity of Tennessee's
President John Shumaker is second with $733550. These packages include a base salary funded by the state, private donations and additional compensations like a car, house and country club memberships, according to Vie Chronicle.
Rose is paid $244,422 in
addition to the use of a car and
house, according to Fred
Hilton, director of university
see ROSF'S, pageS
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• Resume Round Up. 1 to 5 p.m. in PC Ballroom. Have your
resume reviewed by an employer and gain valuable feedback.
Casual dress. Call x8-6555 (or more information.

CMISS speaker
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Montpelier lecture preview
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OPINION

TOSUBMIT A DUKE DAY EVENT:

• Praise and Worship at the Baptist Student Union House on
the comer of Cant re) I Drive and South Main Street, a block
from campus. 5:30 p.m.

E-mail Khalil of Trie Brme at garrwkp with the information
(event, date, location, contact info, etc.)
Please submit by Fnday for a Monday issue and Tuesday for a
Thursday issue.
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Shattering stigmas, chiseling hope
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WEATHER

BY SHARON BLEAKNEY

Three victims reported their vehicles
were broken into in R-2 lot between
Sept 14 at 5 p.m. and Sept. 15 at 12
p.m A non-studenfs vehicle was
reportedly entered and a CD player
and 25 to 30 CDs were stolen A JMU
student's vehicle also was reportedly
broken into and an AM/FM CD mp3
player, two amps and two subwoofers
were taken The vehicle had damage
to the door frame and the power lock
system Another JMU student's vehicle
was reportedly broken into, and the
suspect attempted to steal two fourinch TV monitors mounted to the back
ol the headrests of the driver and passenger seats. The dnver side door
glass was broken and completely
removed, and the door frame also was
damaged.

Dukes' support a disappointing low

JMU Cribs

report the following:

7

Campus spotlight: Which Golden Girl
would win in a pie-eating contest
and why?
9

• Canterbury Episcopal Ministry Eucharist service followed
by a home-cooked dinner. 5 p.m.. Canterbury House on
South Main Street across fn*m the Quad, between Buffalo
Wild Wings and the Zirkle House. For more information,
please call 432-9613

police log reporter

Car woes cause new lack of faith

President emulates Wilsonian ideals 7

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 22

POLICE LOG

3

Grand Larceny
An unknown person removed a credit
card from a student's wallet at UREC
Sept 13 between 5 and 6:45 p.m.

13

Art mosaic lights up Grafton-Stovall 13

Today
Isolated T-Storms

Poor as dirt? Don't lei it hurt
your style

14

High 82 Low 62

All things literary
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SPORTS
Breaking and Entering / Petty
Larceny
Unknown person(s) broke into a staff
office in Sonner Hall between Sept
12 at 8 p.m and Sept 13 at 7:39
a.m. Pictures and a water pipe were
reportedly removed. The incident is
currently under investigation.
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And the saga continues
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MARKET WATCH

Obscene Conduct
Three JMU students were judicially
referred for obscene conduct and alcohol violation in the Music Building Sept.
15 at 6:36 a.m. One subject was found
running nude past the Music Building
toward South Main Streel
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"Something comes to your
mind and you feel like you
have to do it."

Upcoming Montpelier lecture discusses relationship
between James Madison and
George Washington

ELOY URROZ

Spanish professor

Professor publishes several books in many languages
Urroz writes poetry, novels, critical essays, political works
BY KHAI.IL GARRJOTT

— which are "journalism comassistant news editor
bined with literature and current
Eloy Urroz, an assistant pro- events" — include "H Aguila, la
fessor in the department of for- Serpiente y el Tucdn" (2000),
eign languages and literatures, which describes Mexican politics
has had several books published through the toucan, the symbol
in different languages — but of the Green Party in Mexico.
none in English.
Another one of his books,
Urroz, a Spanish professor "Las Remoras" (The Obstacles),
teaching upper-level Spanish and was first published as a Spanish
Latin-American literature, is the novel in Mexico in 19%, then
author of about 13 books ranging was reprinted in Spain this year.
from poetry to novels, critical Based on a fictitious city in
essays to political works. In his Mexico near Baja, Calif., Urroz
third year of teaching at JMU, said it will be translated in
Urroz has won numerous honors French for the first time in 2003.
and fellowships for his work. The French publishing house
Among these are two disserta- currently handling the printing
tion fellowships at the Uni'/ersity of his works, Actes Sud, is the
of Califomia-Los Angeles and same one that published
serving as editor-in-chief of tlinv famous American writers Paul
literary journals.
Austcr and Don deLillo.
"Above everything else. I ;n
"My novels are about relationa writer," Urroz said. "It's my ships — love, sex, family issues —
Ession to write and get pub- and they tend to be cyclical,"
hed, especially fiction, critical Urroz said. "I really don't think
essays and poetry."
about my audience; I just write
Novel writing has been whatever I want to write."
Urroz's most prolific form, .is hi
Another one of his b»x»ks,
has penned five novels betu GtD "Les Priers du Corps, was. >n>;i
1993 and 2000. Among th,
nally published in Spanish in
"I .as l-eyes que el Amor Elige" 1994 and a French reprint was
(The Rules that Love Chooses) published in 2001, at which time
and "Tres Bosquejos del Mai" it adopted its French title.
(Three Sketches of Evil). He also Pointing out it is not for children
has published three poetry or young adults, Urroz said it is
works, including "Yo soy ella" based loosely on an adolescent
(1998), "Sobre Como Apresar la boy's initiation growing up and
Vlda de las Kstrellas" (1989) and his encounters with a number of
"VerdeViento'<1988).
women.
"Something comes to your
A native of Mexico, Urroz
also is accomplished as a critical mind and you feel like you have
and political writer. One of his to do it," Urroz said. "I like to
literary criticisms, "The Silent observe behavior, how people
Heresy," presents a detailed interact, their strengths and
analysis of Jorge Volpi, the their weaknesses."
award-winning Mexican author
Recently acquiring an agent
who spoke on campus in in New York, Urroz said he
January. His three political essays thinks it's a matter of time

before his books get printed in
English. He also has novels published in German, and said his
books range in length from
approximately 60 to 500 pages.
His books have been the topic of
many conferences throughout
the United States, including one
by Susan Schaffer in Irvine,
Calif, and well-known UCLA
professor John Skirius.
Urroz, Volpi and four other
latin-American writers are part
of a movement that started in
Mexico in 1996, called "the crack
generation." This name originated because they provide a
"break" from traditional LatinAmerican writing styles. Telling
mostly tales set in places far
away from their own countries,
the "crack" writers represent a
new generation of writing that
has broken with literary conventions and has dominated their
own native literary scene.
According to Urroz, "the crack
generation" has had to fend off
criticism through the years for
the type of literature it is creating.
When asked if he continues
to write because of the financial
benefits, Urroz said that LatinAmerican writers don't make
much money because "no one
reads much in those countries."
Some of his writing interests are
20th-century Uitin- American
and Mexican culture, comparative literature, creative writing
and theory and criticism.
Urroz said he just finished a
nearly 600-page novel called
"Un Siglo Detras de Ml" (A
Century Behind Me). It is a family saga spanning about 120
years and is slated to come out
in Spanish next year, then in
French in 2004.

*% ARAHCWiPBM A JdmtnhutinxphtHiiiniphfr
Spanish professor Eloy Urroz poses wrth thrse of his works In his offlcs In Ktszsll Hall. Urroz Is
the author of about 13 books. Including poetry, political essays, novels and critical essays.

Cartoonist speaks on Latin images in pop culture
Cantu dispenses 'pearls of wisdom', addresses racial misperceptions

Cartoonist Hector Cantu spoke Tuesday In Grafton Stovall
Theatre. Cantu's lecture was sponsored by CMISS.

BY ASHl.hY LUSK
contributing writer
Attempting to correct
racial misperceptions, while
providing plenty of humor,
cartoonist
Hector Cantu
spoke Tuesday night in
l .r.ifton-Stovall Theatre.
"Usually, when you draw
doodles you're a geek. When
you get paid to draw doodles,
you're a success," said Cantu,
author of the popular nationallysyndicated comic strip "Baldo,"
which appears in over 200 newspapers around the country.
Sponsored by the Center for
Multicultural and International
Services, Cantu's lecture was
titled "The Lower You Ride, the
Cooler You Are: Latino Images
in Pop Culture." It took place as
part of National Hispanic
Month (Oct. 15 to Nov. 15) as
well as to bring a better understanding of the Hispanic culture
to JMU, according to Mariama
Boney-Padilla, associate director ofCMISS.
Cantu dispensed "pearls of
wisdom" — as hi' called them
— to the crowd, relating personal anecdotes to those in attendance. Cantu discussed how the

Montpelier to host Sept. 22
lecture celebrating Constitution Day
BY KATIE FERGUSON

contributing writer
'.
Montpelier, the home of
llama Madison, will host .1
; lecture on the political part; nership
and
friendship
•between
Madison
and
■George Washington Sunday,

I Sept. 22.

*
"James
Madison
and
■ George Washington had a lessler-known partnership, said
i Richard Huwa, a spokesper
Ison (or Montpelier. "They

[worked together 1 key play*ers in shaping our nation
; Madison
worked
with
• Washington to create a living,
•breathing, working organiza* Hon — our government "
•
Stuart I eibiger, assistant pro1 lessor of history at i.a Salle
'. University and author of
"Founding Friendship: George
Washington, James Madison

and the Creation of the
American Kepubln,' will begin
the discussion at 6 p.m., following a 5 p.m. reception.
I)r I eibiger knows ,1 great
deal about the WashingtonMadison friendship," Huwa
said. I eibiger will go into detail
about Madison's friendship
with
Washington
during
Washington's first presidency.
According
to
1 eihigcr s
"Founding
friendship,"
Mngton often depended un
"Prime Minister Madison" for
advice, writing ,md legislative
issues. In turn, Madison found
Washington's popularity and
■peaking skills important for
establishing the new republk.
The lecture is one of the
events celebrating Montpelier s
21X12
Constitution
Day
Montpelier has recognized
Coastitution Day since the

property opened publicly in
1987, according to Huwa The
Sunday evening lecture is the
third in ■ series of "Evenings at
Montpelier." The final lecture,
"If These Walls Could Talk,' is
slated for Oct. 20.
Madison's grandfather first
settled the Montpelier property
in 1723. according to MUUl/MMpelirr.org. Madison grew up on
the pmpertv and later made
Montpelier his home while
establishing his name as a
politician During the early
1800s, Madison left Montpelier
to work in Washington, D.C.,
first as secretary of slate under
I'nsident Thomas lefferson and
then as president himself After
retiring in 1817, Madison
returned to Montpelier.
Montpelier is located
about an hour from |MU,
from Route 33 to Route 20.

images we have created ot
Hispanic America are all the
same: a very lazy looking man
with a large sombrero, sleeping,
leaned against a tree, with a
mule and a drink in his hand.
Cantu then showed the evolution of negative Hispanic marIflBtlM from the Frito Bandito
decades ago, to Speedy
Gonzalez, to even the Taco Bell
talking dog. "Hispanics are 11
percent of American culture,"
he said. "That's 29 million peopk'. We have to redeem negative
Mrrmtypes and turn them
around," Cantu said of the
Hispanic pop culture image
Now, latino images are
becoming friendlier. M said,
especially with the help of his
own comic strip, "Baldo."
Distributed by the Universal
l*ress Syndicate, it's the fourth
most successful comic strip in
the nation. The strip shows a
more wholesome and true
image of what it is like in a
Hispanic-American
home,
according to Cantu. "Baldo"
shows I single parent home,
often thought to have been
exclusive among Hispanic culture, as well as an array of other

issues that haven't been previously touched, Cantu said.
According to Cantu, the
comic strip even dares to tackle
the other "controversial" nonHispanic related subjects such
as telemarketers and costume
characters. Cantu said he
received angry mail after featuring first, a strip where Baldo
was "humiliated" by having to
be dressed up as a chicken tor .i
job, and next, the character
ignoring tek'marketers by pretending not to speak English

-64... if a drawing alone
can make people smile,
I'm doing good.
—Hector Cantu
cartoonisi

55
Eventually the "Baldo" phenomenon was expanded, and in
addition to .i BOUk strip, Cantu

has written two books: "The
U>wer You Ride, the Cooler You
Are," and "Night of the
Bilingual Telemarketers." Also,
Cantu, along with the co-creator
and artist of the strip, Carlos
Castellanos, are working to
develop a television show starring the title character.
"The stories ot Baldo are
average.' Mid Cantu, "They
show people that these characters are just regular folks. And if
a drawing alone can make people smile, I'm doing go»*1
Student reaction to the presentation was positive. "(It was)
very entertaining," sophomore
Claudia Orvllana said |unior
IXiniel lenson said, I alread>
love the comic strip; I can't wait
for the cartoon."
Cantu said he was a published journalist long before
thoughts of "Baldo" entered his
htM He currently write-, .i
nationally distributed business
column
for
k'tt$ht
RuUer/Tribune Ne*9J Si
Those interested in learning more about other multicultural events, can visit the
CMISS
Web
site
at
www.jmu.edu/niullicultural.

Simple justice long overdue

MORGAN KIEHIA imftwiw rVniwiirtri
Doris W. Rothman. Director of the Institute for Experiential Learning and Development,
spoke Monday about the Equal Rights Amendment.
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File sharing may slow Internet
/•//.#■.'. from I'tt^i' \

pnibk'ni i-. fi>r student?. ii> make
Ml tli.it tun gk -taring iippli. .itioiv. Ml shut down when they
.ire no* at their computers.
I halve) s.iut |MU currently
operates on two megabytes
Eer
second
connections,
nown M l>S K. which are
drawn into campus OM
COHIM in underneath Wilson
Hall and is used to provide
connection primarily to residence halls and academic
buildings on the east side of
Interstate HI The other comes
in underneath the Health and
I lu man Services Building and
is used to provide connection
to the apartments and academic buildings west of 1-81.
I le said the connections are
what the industry calls
"redundant" meaning that if
one encounters problems or
fails, the connection becomes
diverted to the other.
Each connection costs the
university $60,000 a year equaling SI 20.000 for the two. Hulvey
MM. "With the current budget

situation the outlook on purih.ising man bandwidth in the
near future looks grim," he Mid
Hulvey said he and his
team are meeting with an engineer from Cisco today to look
at some current options in
hopM ol finding a software
solution to limit bandwidth
that the file-sharing applications are absorbing.
Hulvey said. "Students must
iv.ili/c that Internetconnectivity is
a limited resource, and given the
current power of personal computers available .Jong with 10,000
users on the network, we will not
be able to continue offering quality service with students currently
downloading as much information as they are presently."
It still is unclear whether
the situation will improve.
"We have to wait to see how
the outcome of the meeting
with the Cisco engineer will
affect the situation," Hulvey
said. "If a software product
does not remedy the situation,
perhaps students only will be
allowed to download a certain

amount of information on a
daily b.isiv
According to Hulvey, high
bandwidth users also may be
put on a type of restriction,
meaning that their port will be
limited to only download at
modem speeds — around 5.3
kilobytes per second — which
would be roughly a 50 percent
decrease in estimated speeds.
Hulvey said the Internet pro
vides so many learning opportunities that "it's very hard to
justify limiting what you are
and are not able to do on the
Internet, but with the amount of
file sharing occurring it's hard
to do anything."
Junior Michael Collins said.
"The network status here at
|MU is a joke, and it's becoming near impossible to get any
work done that requires
Internet connectivity."
Senior Kenny Bandy said,
'The network has been slower
ttuin I have seen it in my four
years here. Something needs to
be done to limit the amount of
file shanng occurring."

fOUCELOG,
Driving
Under
the
influence
Krista A. Keyes, 21, of
Hughesvile. Md., was arrested
and, charged with driving under
the influence at the intersection
ol Bluestone Drive and Port
Republic Road Sept. 13 at
12:27 a.m.
Non-student Tommy M. Tigert,
25. of Staunton. was arrested
and charged with driving under
the influence and driving with a
suspended license Sept. 14 at
12:47 a.m.

14 at 12:11 p.m.
Underage Possession of
Alcohol
Jonathan R. Owens, 18, of
Vienna, was arrested and
charged with underage possession of alcohol in Sormer Hall
Sept. 14 at 12:15 p.m.
Brian H Meanley. 20. of
Gloucester, was arrested and
charged with underage possession of alcohol at the
Convocation Center Sept. 14 at
1:47 a.m.

Non-student
Richard
W
Mansfield. 22, of Hamsonburg.
was arrested and charged with
driving under the influence, driving with a suspended license.
refusing a breath test and ehjdng Ihe police in a vehicle on
Duke Drive arid R-1 lot Sept 14
at4:38a.m

Non-student
Aaron
J.
Davidson. 19, of Harrisonburg,
was arrested and charged with
underage possession of alcohol and obstruction of justice
at the intersection of Port
Republic Road and Bluestone
Drive Sept 14 at 12:27 a.m.
The subject allegedly fled the
scene and was apprehended
on Greek Row

Elizabeth A. Miner, 19. of Arnold,
Md.. was arrested and charged
with driving under the influence
al the intersection of Carrier
Drive and tie 1-81 bridge Sept

Alan I. Kravetz, 18, of
Fredericksburg. was arrested
and charged with underage
possession of alcohol and

underage consumption ol
alcohol in the Village area
Sept. 14 at 3:54 a.m.
A juvenile non-student wail
charged with underage possession of alcohol and trespassing
in R-2 lot Sept 15at1 p.m.
Property Damage
JMU vehicles had property]
damage to the passenger side
mirrors in the Godwin area Sept
14 at 8:36 a.m.
A JMU student's vehicle had
Ojmage done to the passenger
rear quarter panel in U-lot
between 9 p.m. Sept 14 and 12
p.m Sept 15. The damage
seemed to be dona by a key or
sharp object.
Harassment
A JMU student reported receiving harassing phone calls Sept
Mat 10:03 a.m.
Number of drunk in public
charges since Aug. 26:16

venient locations:

Main

Medical Arts
Suite 31
X83263

color copies,
igital output, faxing,
notepads, resumes,
binding,note cards,
transparencies
lamination
enlargements
reductions,
graphics,
calenders,
class projects

CISAT

HHS Building
Room lOOf

Mnin
Co p v

JMUS$ ers

Medical Arts
Suite SI
(in the basement) 5

Simple Pleasures
Ski and Skate
Skydive Orange
Smokin' Pig
SOS Advertising
Spolswood Furniture
Sunchase Apartments
The Newspaper Network
University Outpost

Valley Vets
Wachovia
West Side Barber Shop
Wilderness Voyager
Williamson-Hughes Pharmacy
Wrench Craft
Yellow Cab
435-RIDE
Acme Video
Alley Cat
Alston's Pub
Apple Computer
Army ROTC
Artful Dodger
Ballet Extensions
Baptist Student Union
The Beauty Spa
Blue Mountain Groove
Blue Ridge Nature Shop
Downtown Barber Shop
Double Happiness
E&E Auto
Emergicare
Everybody's Gym
Finnigan's Cove
Flights of Fancy
Folfen- JMU Bookstore
Food Lion
Forbes - The Commons/South View
Furniture Warehouse
Ntelos-CFW
NY Style
Oasis Gallery
Painted Lady Tattoo
Pamela's Secret
Papa John's
Peaches Tattooing
Pheasant Run Townhouses
Pizza Hut
Plan 9
Rockingham Ballet
Rockingham Cooperative
ScoH Aviation
Sharp Shopper

AOO/Jl

JMU Health Center
KAR Towing
Kafhy's Scuba
Kim's Nails
Kline's Dairy
Kyoto
Lakeview Golf
The Look
Mainstreet Bar & Grill
The Mark-it
Mark's Bike Shop
Meridian Computers
Mill Street Grille
Mission Coffee
Nautilus Fitness Center
I NTC-Network Telephone Communication
Blue I
Boston Beanery
Calhoun's
Channello's
China Express
Church of the Nazarene
Cinm
Cinnamon
Bear Bakery & Deli
Cline's Energy Inc. - Exxon
Cracker Barrel
Craft House
Crutchfield
Dinner-to-Go

CidlP'izzA
ALL

J0^T

YOU |$- a

BUFFET

TPfcfc.

..-• .1001-\
;/ HIGHEST '

• RATED \
\ PIZZA
\ CHAIN h

toot./

2 YEARS IN A ROW!

PIZZA
^HAIN
OF

THE YEAR

ft

•*s
HARRISONBURG
2035-91 East Market St.

fcdverf,'

Skyline Village Shopping Ctr.

Thank You For Starting
The School Year Right
Supporting The Breezel
Hair Corral
Harrisonburg Baptist Church
Harrisonburg Parks & Rec
Heavenly Ham
Hole in the Wall
Hometown Music
House of Oak
Hunter's Edge
Indian American Cafe
Joshua Wilton House
JMU Athletics
JMU CMISS
JMU Copy Center
JMU Dining Services

(540) 432-9099
16 Kind* of Pizza © Parta © Jalad © Desert

Large l-Tapping

Giant Value Pack

One large round pizza
with cheese and one "topping.

Two qunt round one topping pimi pli/i
one Urge qarli< bread or derrert. Cheoie
fro* Cinnamon loll, Apple, or (Vwolate

^CicJ^PJzf*
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Greeks
Professor recounts Sept. 11 experience seek
new

PROFESSOR, from page 1
like this show you if you
can deal."
Webb was the person to count
on when someone was needed to
console a family, a police officer, .1
fireman or an airline pilot This
attribute earned her the nickname "Remote Control" from
other rescue workers.
Her
fiance.
Jack
Marmorstein, said, "Nadia has
tremendous initiative. She's
never sitting around. It's like
her to be the first one on the
phone, to call the Red Cross. For
Nadia, there could be nothing
worse than fuming away from
someone's suffering, especially
when it's difficult to look at."

Webb said, "We an' meaning-making organisms and we
try to make sense of the situations we find ourselves in. But
in a disaster site it feels like you
slipped into a world with no
reason. Disaster sites are so surreal ,., it feels like you slid
down the rabbit hok-."
Pentagon relief workers
were bussed in and out each
day. Before they left the site for
the day, Webb would talk to the
rescue workers for a few minutes to see where they stood
emotionally. Simple questions
like, "What are you doing for
dinner?" "Who do you talk to
when you go home?" and
"I low are you sleeping?" were

asked to make sure the first
response team had a healthy
outlet to deal with the tragedy.
This opportunity allowed
the rescue workers to talk about
wnat they saw that day and
how they fell about it, as well as
how to deal with it. Often times
the rescue workers didn't have
anyone else to compare notes
with, since their family members hardly understood the
complexities of their jobs, Webb
said. Webb compared it to taking an "emotional shower" to
gain closure on the day and be
able to go home and play with
their kids.
Webb said her Jewish faith is
very important to her and is the

root of what inspires her to help
others The phrase "fikkun
olam," which in Hebrew means
"repair of the world," is a personal creed for her, she said.
According to Webb, she has a
responsibility to help in whatever way she can.
"She has gone places where
human beings have suffered,"
Marmorstein said. Before her
experience at the Pentagon,
Webb had a research fellowship working with the archives
at the Holocaust Museum in
Washington, DC. In 2000, she
trained at the Rehabilitation
and Resource Center for
Torture
Victims
in
Copenhagen, Denmark.

Lorie Morris, a clinical psychologist who works with
Webb, said, "For her (Webb)
|working at the Pentagon following Sept. II) was a very
moving experience, and a profound effect on where she wanted to live and what she wanted
to do with her life."
Webb said she did not find it
sensible to spend every moment
worried about the future,
instead, she felt that she should
worry about the present and
how to make a difference.
"I'm a doctor," Webb said.
"But I could have been assigned
to making coffee. And if I was, I
was going to make the best coffee I could."

AIDS funds raised Rose '5 total salary relative

AIDS, from page 1
disagree on a lot of things, but
Members from IntcrVarsiiv this is about joining together on
and Harmony said they've a common interest."
teamed up to attain the common
Sophomore Casey Currin,
goal of helping those suffering who leads an InterVarsity
from AIDS. "If we have com- small group, said, "The
mon ground, we should walk on church and the gay and lesit." said senior ('.race Kenney, bian community have just had
who said she has friends in bom this tension over the years,
organizations. "And optimal
and I think it's great that
sionfor people with AIDS Is def- they're coming together lor a
initely common ground."
cauw thai matters."
The VaUey AIDS Network,
Sophomore
Randi
which will receive all the Rubinette, panels toordinator
money raised from
All tor Harmony, says she thinks
Together Run," treats about 110 the event will have a good
people
throughout
the turnout despite the unlikely
Shenando.il 1 Valley, according combination of sponsors. "Now
to Golden. "It costs about S\oon people can be like' Wov\, there's
to $4,000each year to help t.ike a Christian group teaming up
care of them," he said.
with a gay group. That's awe1-eaders in InterVarsity first Mime,'" she said.
approached Harmony in April
With the acceptance from
with their idea of sponsoring an some also will come criticism
AIDS fund raiser. Neither group from others though, accordhad ever sponsored one before, ing to Rexrode. "Both of us
nor had they ever teamed up are going out on a limb," she
Before. "It was one of the last said. "Both of us are in vulgroups I expected, because you nerable positions. But it's for a
don't expect the Christian greater cause
organization and the gay and
Today and Friday those
lesbian organization to be team
interested in the event CM -.n;n
ing up," Golden said. "I was up on the commons during
really pleasantly surprised how lunch, and next week those
excited they were about the interested can e-mail alllogelher
projectrun@yahoo.com The first 130
According to senior Amy peopie to register get a tree offiRexrode, small group coordina- cial "All Together Run" shirt,
tor for InterVarsity, "We might according to Golden.

to size, budget of university
ROSE'S, from page 1
communications.
The
University
of
Virginia's
President John Casteen III
makes the most in the stale.
$452,943, followed by Charles
Steger, president of Virginia
Tech, who earns $394^00; however, he also has a house includ ed in the deal. Old Dominion
University's President Roseann
Runte has a compensation
package of $220,000 in addition
to the use of a car and house.

Chronicle article. The University of the university," Conton said.
of Texas' system has 160,321 stuAs a result, the JMU
dents at its six campuses with Foundation provides for a
86039 faculty and staff and an larger portion of Rose's salary
operating budget of 57.02 billion than what's provided by the
dollars. JMU, on the other hand, state budget.
his 15,152 students, 1029 faculty
The salary size also is a direct
and staffs and a $231 million dol- n-sult 0! the lack of qualified indilar operating budget, according viduals to fulfill a president's job.
to Hilton "My compensation is The Albuquerque journal stated on
about in the middle among uni- Aug. 13 in its article "Paying the
versity presidents in Virginia," Price for Talent" that "at any
Rose said, "which one would given time, 30 to 40 colleges are
expect given the relative size, seeking presidents and the pool
complexity and type of universi!•■!
;.,;.,:,.,,, „ ,„,
ty." UVa. has 18,848 students with thin." R William Funk, managa total revenue budget of $83588 ing director of presidential
million dollars.
searches, said that as a result,
Private funds now are com- presidents need an incentive to
mon place in compensation stay at their universities.
packages In his May 3 Chronicle
"The governing boards ...
of Higher Education article look for the best and most
"Who's Really Paying Public highly qualified and experiCollege Presidents?" Raymond enced 'managers' to run the
Conton said that in Virginia col- state universities on a day-tolege presidents' salaries depend day basis." Since these persons
most heavily on private dona- are hard to find, they demand
tions. Because Virginia legisla- significant levels of compensatures know that private founda- tion, according to Conton.
tions "will supplement the presRose said he was offered a
ident's salary ... they set that bonus but "he informed the
salary artificially low and shift Board of Visitors that (he) would
the burden of supporting the not accept the |5 percent] bonus
president's compensation from since other employees were not
the state's taxpayers to alumni receiving base salary increases."
:

-6 4
My compensation is
about in the middle
among university
presidents in Virginia.
— I.in-wood Rose
JMU president

9V
The differences in salary
reflect the size of the university as
well as its emphasis on undergraduate, graduate or professional programs, according to TV

members
GREEKS, from page I
Mandi Hubbard, president of Alpha Sigma Alpha,
said the recruitment period
of Sept. 12 to 16, one week
later than normal, was very
beneficial to both sides, giving chapters more time to
prepare and potential new
members more time to consider which fraternities or
sororities they might be
interested in.
Hubbard said sororities
look for a diverse group of
women "structured around
academics, personality, poise
and personal values."
Throughout the week,
Sheila Williams, coordinator
of Fraternity and Sorority
Life, said everyone involved
has worked hard to keep
things together. "I think that
the Panhellenic exec has
done a phenomenal job
coordinating and organizing
the
formal
recruitment
process," she said.
Not much can be disclosed
about sorority and fraternity
ritual services, according to
chapter presidents. Only those
initiated into a chapter may
witness the ceremony or discuss pertaining details, according to Buchanan.
Buchanan said. "Alpha
Kappa Lambda has offered
me the opportunity to team
about myself through interactions with others in academic, athletic and social
realms."
According
to
Coltrell, "There are many different aspects of the Greek
community, and if you limit
yourself to one aspect you are
missing out." Hammond,
said, "I want my younger
brothers to carry on where
I've left offFraternity
recruitment
ensues each semester while
sorority recruitment is only
in the fall.
Advertisements for sign
ups and recruitment begin
appearing in the weeks preceding recruitment.

AEROPOSTALE
BRINGING THE STORE TO JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY

5AVI

TOPS
TEES
PANTS
SWEATERS
JEANS
HOODIES

UP TO

Off

$10
$10
$20
$20
$25
$25

intmr^

PROUD TO SPONSOR COLLEGE ATHLETICS
AEROPOSTALE

SEPTEMBER 23 - SEPTEMBER 26 10AM - 7PM

POST OFFICe LOBBY
UNIVERSITY CENTER
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KPAWV
The Hottest Party to ever hit
Harrisonburg is almost here!!!
MONDAY:

#>

Buffalo Wild Wings
Hot in Here Wild Wing Eating Contest
Registration begins at 9 pm

TUESDAY*

Highlawn Pavilion
Fat Tuesday
- Sorority Night

WiDtfiSDAY Alston's Pub

IN THE TIME IT TAKES TO FIMD THE CAMPUS

College Knowledge/Toga Party
- Fraternity Night

BOOK STORE

THURSDAY: Mainstreet Bar & Grill
Strip-Off Bikini &• Boxer Contest

FRIDAY

YOU COULD SAVE 15% OR MORE ON CAR INSURANCE.

Biltmore Grill
American Idol Karaoke

Ask about our student discount and alumni affiliation.
Low down-payment and convenient payment plans.
Round-the-clock claim service.

Sift Certificates

9 pm - 11 pm

CDs

Nelly Tickets
/ Movie Passes
T-shirts
Aerosmith Tickets

EVERY NIGHT

1-800-998-9945

September 23- 27

/

DIRECT

GRAND PRIZE:
TRIP FOR 2 TO SOUTH BEACH, MIAMI
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Featuring award winning artists, a clean professional
environment, autoclave sterilization & single use needles

Hours- Mon-Sat: 12-11pm Sun: 12-7pm
=
zr

NEWLY EXPANDED STORE!
more room lor more ol everything!

-walk-ins or by appointmentprivacy assurcd990 Reservoir ST • Harrisonburg

434-9999

NEW & USED

WHAT A RECORD
KROGER SHOPPING CTR STORK SHOULD BKI
SiflfilvfarPlanriWaHlvEmiill Spim Fits
1790-96 E. Market St.
• nd Wi Don*) Sliirt Veur Addtm'
Mon-Sst 10-9. Sunday 12-6
Eaall II al chmiUtaun

WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM
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"All of these CDs were sentimental losses, but some are
truly irreplaceable"

"JMU fans, like all
Americans, love a winner."

OPINION

19, 20021

JESSICA OLIVO

see house editorial, below

senior
see column, below

JESSICA OLIVO
BREEZE READER'S VIEW

EDITORIAL

Dukes9 support at dissapointing low Car woes cause
new lack of faith
For years Bridgeforth stadium was known in the Atlantic
10 football conference as one of
the most inhospitable places to
play on the road. JMU's early
season heat on the turf, 12,000
JMU faithful and a series of
competitive
teams
made
Harrisonburg one of the most
undesirable stops in the conference for visiting teams.
The past two seasons have
been rough ones for the Dukes.
Coach Mickey Matthews inherited a program that relied too
heavily on transivr players, and
that combined with a plethora
of critical injuries, resulted in the
struggle that has been the past
two seasons. Apparently this

struggle has taken more out of
the fans than it has the players,
as attendance numbers at home
games have plummeted.
The slippery slope that
JMU support is sliding down
eventually could result in the
once mighty roar that followed
a JMU score being replaced
with the feeble spattering of
applause from the eight fans
in attendance. The wave
would break out and consist of
two people standing and sitting alternately on opposite
sides of the stadium.
In the near future perhaps
even the most ardent of supporters will fail to muster the
gusto necessary to pull the

bandwagon along. Gone will
be the traditional bare-chested
fans with "JMU" and "Dukes"
emblazoned across their chests.
Sporadic members of the
groups will give up the ship
and all that will be left will be
"MU" and "Duk."
Perhaps this disintegration
of support for the Dukes could
work to the team's advantage.
Envision a scenario late in a
game with the Dukes grasping
on to a slim lead and the opposing team, driving into JMU territory. Perhaps a Breeze photographer could unwittingly drop
his lens cap. The resulting deafening echo in combination with
the noise raised by both fans in

(MCU NEWSPAPER
SCOLPTORC?

dose, uMOsep
FoOTgALl TICKETS.

JONATHAN KELLY
BREEZE READER'S VIEW

President emulates
Wilsonian ideals
An Amencan ultimatum
was delivered last Thursday at
the United Nations on the matter of Iraq's incessant resistance
to disarmament. The bottom
line was clear, cither Iraq submits itself completely to U.N.administered disarmament or
the outlaw government of
Saddam Hussein is in deep
trouble. Within the texture of
President George W. Bush's
address, what kind of a dtxrtrine
on international peace was
being forwarded?
As reported in the Sept 13
issue of The Wasii/riyriwr Post, the
president outlined the many
crimes that the Iraqi regime has
committed over the past two
decades He gave special attention to the numerous U.N. resolutions Iraq has violated during
the past 11 years. Not only has
Hussein hmken his disarmament pledges, the primary
strategic conccm, but he also
has flagrantlv disregarded
international re*>lutions pertaining to human rights, illegal
weapons trade and sponsorship
of terrorism.
By placing a powerful
emphasis on the long list of
Iraq's bn>ken promises, the
United States is, in essence,
renewing the idealistic challenge to all nations to work in
concert for the pc.u | and safety
of all people amund the globe
This was an ideal first aspired to
more than HO years ago, and the
United
Nations currently
embodies this ideal
Bush has Mated his unwavering belief that Hussein is
harboring weapon*- ot mass
destruction and intends to put
them k) nefarious ugg ,a some
future point. Assuming that the
president's- assertion is correct,
the present Iraqi situation represents the kind of danger that
makes war IMI a global scale
more likelv, and that is precisely
thr danger th.it the United
Nations was created to prevent.
The prt*sident s spetvh c.ir

tied overtones of the man who
first laid the foundations of
international peace and cooperation — President Urbodrow
Wilson. Wilson's doctrine was
multilateral
collaboration
among nations to resolve issues
of security and human rights in
hopes of averting global warfare. The Wilsonian vision was,
in fact, put forth anew last
Thursday at a time when it is
needed the most, a time when
possibilities of war are ever
more insidious and require
immediate defusing. The president's U.N. speech, propounding the goals of a free Islamic
world and peace through disarming Iraq multilaterally is a
blueprint for Wilsonianism in
the modem era.
In his 2002 book "The
Paradox of American Power,"
author Joseph Nye maps out the
ideal Wilsonian balance of
power for the United States in
the 21st century. This in\ oh*t ■«
balance between so-called hard
■Ml soft power. Hard power
would be the United States'
ability to induce cooperation
from other nations thnnigh its
economic and military might
Soft power is America's ability
to attract other nations to its
side by earning their admiration
and respect for its democratic
principles. Nye stresses that
America's interests will be best
served when nations willingly
follow its lead, and the exercise
of soft power will achieve this
most readily in the long term.
Much of the president'|
speech welcomed the kind ot
liberal internationalism recommended by Nye. While reserving America's right to use force
to disarm Iraq and likely to
change its government, the
president has begun to gather
international support for a new
multilateral demand that Iraq
ii lnujuish its weapons of mass
destruction By challenging the
see MUI.TIIATERAU page 9

attendance might be enough to
force the opposing quarterback
to call a timeout
JMU fans, like all Americans,
love a winner. Bridgeforth was
packed in the heyday of Curtis
Keaton (00) and the '99
Dukes, but gone are those days
like when Keaton disappeared
from the Hokies on that memorable 78-yard run. We still can
track down those bygone days
like the Virginia Tech defender
eventually caught Keaton, but
it will take giving the old
bandwagon a tune-up.
What is needed is for the
JMU community to lay aside
its boycott of Bridgeforth
whenever the Dukes aren't
ranked in the top 10 in the
nation. The product that
Matthews and company are
putting on the field is a good
one, and it deserves the support of the student body.
So in the midst of your next
Saturday afternoon, consider
stumbling over to Bridgeforth
and jumping back on the new
and improved JMU bandwagon. There's plenty of room, and
77IP Breeze plans on instnicting
its photographers to drop whatever equipment necessary to
help the Dukes win.

I drive an unfortunate
Acura Integra. It's a family
pass-around that goes to the
most desperate member until
they can afford to cast it off.
However, beggars who have
just enough money to cover
rent, food and the occasional
night of debauchery, cannot
be choosers.
Now, the Acura has its share
of problems — the gas tank
won't open unless you pry it
with a key, the transmission is
constantly slipping out of gear,
and the brakes are a nightmare
— but the only problem that
really bothers me is that the
doors won't lock from the outside and the driver's door doesn't lock from the inside as a safety measure. In order to have
both my doors locked I would
have to lock the driver's door,
then crawl over the passenger's
seat and lock that door. After all
this, there is still no guarantee
that I'd be able to unlock either
door to get back in. (Murphy's
law, if it's pouring rain outside,
the lock won't work.) For some
strange reason, I decided that it
was less trouble to just leave my
door unlocked.
I was wn>ng. I don't know
when exactly it occurred, but
last week I noticed my bike rack
was missing from inside my car.
A stolen bike rack is simply 40
bucks down the drain, but upon
further inspection, I found my
entire CD collection to be missing. Gone. Vanished without a
trace. Completely AWOL.
At first I was just shocked
and annoyed. It wasn't until
later that I realized that what
had happened meant more to
me emotionally than financially
I started to realize what impact
music has on my memories.
There was not one CD in that
case that didn't bring me back to

a certain time in my life, and
now every album I ever had
loved starting with Paula
Abdul's "Forever Your Girl"
was gone. Even if the bike rack
had cost over $800 and the 80
CDs only $40, 1 still would
rather have my music. All of
these CDs were sentimental
losses, but some are truly irreplaceable. Ever since the domestication of the CD burner, my
friends and 1 have been producing our very own mixed
albums. We have mixes for road
trips, for big parties and for
memorable presents. These
mixed CDs signified times m
my life when I was with people
that I love, listening to the music
that made us dance, made us
sing and mavbe once in a while
made us cry. These are all memories that will become less and
less vivid every year that I don't
hear those songs in the perfect
order all on one CD.
At this very moment I have
one CD to my name — it happened to be in the CD player at
the time of "the robbery." I
guess I should be thankful
because it was a mix made by
my orientation program advisors containing the favorite
songs of everyone in my freshman orientation group — a CD
that contains memories I'd like
to hang onto for a while. The
irony is that all I have left are
cassette tapes, but my brother
had the tape deck removed
from the Acura when he put the
new CD player in.
I'm sorry, JMU, but 1 trusted
you. I really didn't think I needed to drag my entire book of
CDs back and forth from my
apartment to my car every day. I
thought I lived in a community
that would keeps its hands off (if
m < i>
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Darts

Darts & Pals are submitted anan\mously
and printed on a spui e-awulubU basts.
Submissions are based upon one person's
opinion of a ghrn .situation, person or e\<enl
and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Pats
E-mail darts and pats to hreczedpOhotmail.com

Dart...

Pat...
A "keep-up-the-amazing-effort" pat to the
Student Duke Club member in the hat who tried
his best to get people cheering at the football
game Saturday.

A "don't-be-an-elitist-indie-rock-meanie"
dart to the harassing WXJM caller who claimed
Harrisonburg radio stations were superior to
my show.

Sent in by a crazy fan who realizes lhat you
may not have much to work with, but doesn't want
you to give up.

From a new disc jockey at lite station who could
haiv done without the tears to start off the week.

Dart...

Pat...

A "find-your-own-place-to-crash" dart to the
random girl I found in my out-of-town roommate's bed at 4:30 a.m. Sunday morning,
Senf in by a sopiiomore who thinks you should be
extremely grateful that I let you sleep and didn't kick
your sorry incohemtt butt out of my room.

A ''your-gencTosity-is-appreciati'd'' pat to the
girl who let me have her space in the parking
garage when most students would have taken it
for themselves.
Sent in by a grateful junior who was so impressed
by such a kind act.

Dart...

PatA "you-bring-a-new-mcaning-to-fast-food"
pat to the guy riding the food-filled shopping
cart down University Drive Monday.
Sent in by hoo senior girls who don't know where
you were honied, but liope you made it safely before
your groceries melted

An "1-wish-you'd-pee-on-theelectricity-boxmsh ,ul of-our-bushes" dart to the guy wi/zing in
broad daylight behind Wampler Hall
Sent in by some guys who Ihv there who have a
hard enough time with tlte dog food smell and dont
turd your urine stinking up the joint too.
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Saturday, September 21

Monday, September 23

•JMU World Cup Tournament
UREC Turf Field
9am-3pm

•Fall Study Abroad Fair
PC Ballroom llam-3pm

Advanced team registration is required and may be made at CMISS
in Warren 245. For more information, email the CMISS office at
multicultvral@jmu.edu or call them at 540-568-6636.

Find out how to study abroad anywhere in the world, as well as
how to intern, travel, work and volunteer abroad! Free food, gifts,
and prizes.
A Wellness Passport Event

•International Flag Parade
JMU Campus & the Commons
11:30am-12:30pm
Parade participants represent JMU's diverse national and
international community. The route begins and ends on the
Commons. All welcome to join.

•Blue Ridge Irish Music School
The Commons
12-lpm
Rain Location: The Festival, College Center
Come experience the amazing sights and sounds of the Blue Ridge
Irish Music School, some of the finest young performers of Irish
music and dance in the world today.

•Irish Ceili Dance!
PC Ballroom

7:00pm

Don't miss this chance of a lifetimel Learn Irish set dancing steps
and try them out with live ceili music! Instructors and performers are
part of the Blue Ridge Insh Music School.
A Wellness Passport Event

Tuesday, September 24

Wednesday, September 25

•JMU Folk Dance Ensemble
The Commons
12-1pm

•International Bazaar
The Commons & Warren Patio
Rain Location: Taylor 202

Come watch and join Mil's own Folk Dance Ensemble!

10am-4pm '

Come stroll through vendors' stalls of crafts from around the world.
Bring your wallet!

•Madison International Program Open House
Ashby Hall
4-6pm
Come and visit JMU's unique international residence hall.

•"Insights into World Politics" with speaker Judith Kipper
Grafton-Stovall
7pm
A dynamic speaker and expert on the Middle East and Arab-Israeli
relations, Judith Kipper is the coordinator of the Middle-East
Program and a consultant on international affairs for ABC News.
A Wellness Passport Event

Thursday, September 26
•International Opportunities for Faculty
Taylor Hall, Room 302
4pm
A workshop for JMU faculty interested in learning more about
international research and program opportunities.

•America Through Our Eyes
Taylor Hall, Room 400

6-7pm

A panel of international students will share their perspective of the
U.S. Audience participation is welcome.
A Wellness Passport Event

•UPB Movie "Y Tu Mama Tambien"
Grafton-Stovall Theater, $2 with JAC card
7pm & 9:30pm
Highly acclaimed film by Mexican director Alfonso Cuaron. (Roger
Ebert gave it four stars).

Saturday, September 28
•Harrisonburg/Rockingham County International Festival
Hillandale Park
12pm-6pm
Come to Hillandale Park to enjoy a massive celebration of all the
cultures of the Shenandoah Valley: arts, crafts, music, dancing, food
and more! Free shuttle from Godwin bus stop.

•UPB Movie "Monsoon Wedding"
Grafton-Stovall Theater, $2 with JAC card
7pm & 9:30pm
By Indian director Mira Nair. Described by Roger Ebert as "one of
those joyous films that leaps over national boundaries and
celebrates universal human nature. "

•Nii Tettey Tetteh and the Kusun Ensemble
Wilson Hall
7:30pm
A musical feast of exquisite flute playing and an eclectic mix of
percussion instruments, singing and dancing in the Northern Ghana
tradition.
A Wellness Passport Event

•UPB Movie "No Man's Land"
Grafton-Stovall Theater, $2 with JAC card
7pm & 9:30pm
By Bosnia & Herzegovinia director Danis Tanovic, "No Man's Land"
is the 2002 Academy Award winner for best Foreign Language
Film.

Friday, September 27
•JMU Jazz Quintet
The Commons
12-lpm
Rain Location: The Festival Stage, College Center
Come enjoy the sounds of JMU's premiere student jazz group.

•International Extravaganza
PC Ballroom
6pm-11pm
Come enjoy performances by various cultural groups and enjoy an
international buffet! $10 per person, $5 for students. Email
multicultural@jmu.edu or call 568-6636 to buy tickets. Buy your
tickets early-mis is a sell-out event!

•UPB Movie "Amelie"
Grafton-Stovall Theater, $2 with JAC card
7pm & 9:30pm
By French director Jean-Pierre Jeunet and nominated for Best
Foreign Language Film at the 2002 Academy Awards.

Week-Long Events
•International Photo Contest
Carrier Library
Winning entries for JMU's third annual International Photo Contest
will be on display for three weeks in Carrier Library.
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CD loss more than material Multilateral approach beneficial
CD, from page 7

my stuff. If I can leave my wallet
alone on a table in D-hall when?
anyone can come by and grab it,
then surely I could leave my
CDs in my car, practically out of
sight. But apparently this is no
longer true. (And I'll be getting
my food before claiming a table
from now on.)
As my father so lovingly
pointed out, I should have had
the locks fixed. I guess IWM just
asking for trouble when I put
something so sacred where
someone else could so easily
take it. I'm sorry that this had to
happen for me to learn the les-

I he worst part is that we all
know that this was not an isolated incident. Residence halls,
apartment complexes and
automobiles are always at risk
for theft — just read the police
log each week. JMU is a microcosm of the rest of America — I
KUeM 1 really had no reason to
suspect otherwise.
So, JMU, lock your doors
and hide the keys. On the
lighter side, now you can laugh
tta I crawl out of my passenger
door, but please be kind and
stop to say hello

son. I should have known better.
I will admit that I'm a
naive person, but what
makes someone go into
another person's car any
way? Were they testing all
the cars in my parking lot
and found mine to be
unlocked? Had they seen me
get out of the car and notice

that I didn't lock it? I guess
in the long run, the reason
for this column goes bevond
CDs. I feel violated. I feel like
someone very purposefully
and successfully went into
my private space and Mole
my sense of security.

"Sophia beacuse she
meant business — she
gets down and dirty."

I Olivo
En&ftsA major.

is a

senior

m'LTllATERAL.from page 7
United Nations to fulfill the
purpose for which it was it created, and by showing his willingness to work with it, one can
say that American soft power
was enhanced. The aspiration
to bring greater peace to the
world and greater freedom to
the Arab region is obviously an
ideal vision for mobilizing support for action,
This is not, of course, the
only evolved manifestation of
Wilsonianism, Sometimes called
neo-Wilsonianism, the concept
of Wilsonianism changed over
much of the 20th century to
adapt to I changing world.

"Rose because she
probably did that
where she grew up.

"Dorothy because
ms the most
nuix uline."
^"

Micah Utt

Angel Shockley

senior, marketing

junior, sociology

The neo-Wilsonian internationalist doctrine that Bush
put forth is similar to the ideology of Dean Rusk, secretary of state to Presidents
John F. Kennedy and Lyndon
Johnson. According to author
Thomas Zeiler in his 2000
biography of Rusk, "Dean
Rusk: Defending the American
Mission Abroad," balancing
idealist aspirations to world
peace with realist security
concerns was Rusk's most
important challenge. Rusk
was a devoted disciple of
Wilson's beliefs. Like Bush,
Rusk believed in firm action
against aggressor regimes as a

amg pth'tofinipher

Jonathan Kelly is a sophomore
political science major.

anche because it
seems she had an
insatiable appetite for
men, and it would carry
over in her appetite."

\SPOTLIOHT j

EUJE LOVEMAN Ian

way to keep peace and promote liberal democracy. Rusk
knew that appeasement of
aggressors
would
only
embolden them and further
endanger world peace.
The president can follow
Rusk's example in other ways
as well, first by adhering to
multilateral cooperation rather
than unilateral action to the
maximum extent possible. If
the president takes the correct
course on Iraq, America certainly will emerge as a winner,
and the entire world will be
more united.

Megan Moran

Blake Jones

sophomore, psychology

senior, biology

Topic: Which Golden Girl would win in a pie eating contest and why?

GRFAT FOOD
REASONABLY PRICED

Make your reservation for Parent's Weekend NOW!
Now Open for Dinner
Friday & Saturday
New Hours:
Mon-Thurs 11 -5
Fri&Sat 11-9
)ioar\ Iliad tUi «***
564-2988

Sf(xTottsJmm C «/rn

»HW. mchone jewelry .com
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Yo! Are you sayiiT*^
you want a piece of ME?
Well, now's your chance!
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ANNOUNCING
Domino's Pizza Buffalo
Chicken Kickers:
Boneless, all white chicken
breast meat with a kick of
spicy Buffalo flavor baked
in. Enjoy with a spicy Hot
Sauce and Ranch or Blue
Cheese dipping sauce.

10 Piece Order
$5."

3 /id/'ujeeAs (ox

all to enjoy
inwwHJHMUMM^ amdaAn J -'UW4 immtJ. ft U:

UH*wiMuj4u/l*UviaU4nutlmwA2CC2lpfot»c*mttrtAO*l
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Large 1-Topping JlO-Piece Kickers;
Pizza
■ ex Cheesybread |
Just $7.00!^ .Just $7.00!
JMU West Campus
& South Main St.

JMUCISAT
& Port Rd.

433-2300

433-3111
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HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday (Sept. 19). Material things are lovely of course, but this year they're
just not enough. A spiritual partner is what you desirV, what you need and what you
deserve. Choose the one who steers you toward the light.
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.

Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is a 5 - Slow down. Take it
iL^Hf1'easy. Ponder what you've recently learned. The part thai still
doesn't make sense will be clear
soon enough.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^Bkji Today is a 9 - You'll get your
^B^jnu'.ininv; across by where you are
ffy and what you're doing. You're not
much for hype and pretenses.
What they see with you is exactly what
they get.

Libra (Sept 23-Oct 22)
Today is a 6 - Do you feel as if a
wet blanket has been dropped
on your enthusiasm? It's only
for a couple of days. It's
because it's time to do a job you've been
avoiding. Chin up.

aft

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
I Today is an 8 - A person who's
been feeling shaky would really
love the comfort you provide.
Don't worry about reimbursement You'll be rewarded if you give freely.

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Analyze ore

6 Gee!
10 Pass over
14 Dem or Ashley
15 Pro _ (in proportion)
16 Mexican money
17 Machine with a
ribbon
19 Singer Lovett
20 Cool or groovy
21 Lower
22 Yeah, sure!
23 Sign up
25 Dance club
27 Adds years
28 End hunger
31 Workout wear
34 Hollyhock or

hibiscus
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 6 - Oops! Looks like
another change is required.
Creativity is more important
than your careful plans, anyway.
Let something you couldn't have predicted emerge from the chaos.
fc

Mi

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 9 - Changes under
. way now are tor the best. Follow
you intuition and abandon old
fears. Love leads the way.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
— -•» Today is a 6 - This isn't a good
^SM/ day to Uke risks. Enough unex^^^ peeled stuff will happen on its
own. You'll be much appreciated
if you provide stability.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
JvSj| Today i» a 7 - There will be a
"V^WI few problems and some confu^^k ' sion. Diners will seek your
advice. Think about what might
go wrong so thai you'll be ready.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
-s. Today is a 5 - Are you stirring
jjKL) things up? Not willing to go
^^9b along with the same old routine?
Help come up with a plan that'll
work better.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
_gz. Today is an 8 - No need to spend
WS» hard-earned money on love _ not
£^*?g all of it. anyway. You may want
to get a little treat for a special
friend, to return a favor in a way.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
m^L Today is a 6 - Fluctuations in
^r your finances are to be expected.
l^V Conserve your resources, shop
sales, and promise not to get
stuff you don't need.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
..
Today is a 7 - Stick up for whal
/C IVk v«'u believe in. no mailer whal
"^^r others say. Besides, you might
find a convert or two. You could
instigate a skeptic's revelation.

—Tribune Media Services

37 Swashbuckler
Flynn
38 Sch. org.
41 Prevailing condition
43 Susan of "L.A.
Law"
44 Phone greeting
46 Beliefs
48 Expel from a
country
50 Dignitary In DC
51 "Planet of the _"
55 Peer recognition
57 Climb
59 Jacuzzis
61 Disavow
64 The Most Trusted
Name in
Electronics
65 Service-station
job
66 Tab-brackets separators
68 Iowa State city
69 Ubangi feeder
70 Wear away
71 Power unit
72 Kett of old comics
73 Opposing teams
DOWN
1 Gibson of tennis
2 Adage
3 Pliant

1
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SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUES PUZZLE:

s
4 Exist
5 Gapes
6 Pluck

7 Solemn vow
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■

8 Peel's partner
9 Ed or Emmylou

G O S S

10 Tape editor
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A P r X
A P H
11 Personal computer
element
T R A P
W A L
12 Man or Dogs
T i N E
S Y S
13 Ginsberg or Frost
S l. I) R S
18 Pass gossip
A L E N
24 Ending for a belief
S A N 1 T AH I
26 Sugary
P R F 8 1 n
N
29 Dismounted
A 1 T E N u fc fc
30 Encyclopedia set,
»g32 Shoe part
42 Rent payer
33 Furtive
45 Most limber
35 Squirrel snack
47 U.S. defense grp,
36 Taper off
49 Twisting force
36 MA follower, per52 Era
haps
53 Put into a cipher
39 PGA peg
54 Stirrup bone
40 Language sym56 Drench once

■
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58 Eyelid woes
59 Deli side

60 Large wildcat
62 Breton, e.g.
63 Environs

67 William Tail's canton
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Jam** August Warning pose* with on* of hi* multiple Sept. 11 memorials In the studio of TJ'a Dermagraphk Tattoo*.

Shattering stigmas, chiseling hope
Local tattoo artist sells Sept. 11 memorial
for $10,000, submits gazebo plans for
World Trade Center monument
Story by focus editor Lisa Marietta
It is said that great things come in small packages. On the corner of South Main Street and
Elizabeth Street sits a tiny tattoo shop. It is
not decked with lavish signs nor does it contain
flashy furniture. The owner, James Warsing,
bares no visible tattoo or piercing, but a big
smile and a black beret that humbly suits him.
His shop, TJ's Dermagraphk Tattoos, could easily go unnoticed, but if is a rare find. Marlboro
Magazine, in its June/July issue ranked Warsing seventh out of 3,000 other free-hand artists in the nation.
Warsing doesn't limit himself to the art of tattoo.
He is one of the few artists that works in the medium of glass etching, and it is his glass work that
recently has placed him in the public eye.
After Sept. 11,2001, Warsing was inspired by
the image of three firefighters raising a fallen
flag at the World Trade Center. "I saw the
image of the men and said that will be my
memorial for the World Trade Center. That will
be my next piece," Warsing said.
In a little under six months, Warsing had completed his memorial that stands over three feet high
and weighs roughly 80 pounds. "I just wanted to
pay tribute to that tragedy," Warsing said. "Glass
etchings are a different type of art. Other artists prefer working with oil paints, but they are too competitive for me. Etchings are more challenging and they
are something you can't make a mistake on. Once
you (sand) blast, that's what you are stuck with."

(6
/ saw the image of the men and said that
will be my memorial for the World Trade
Center. That will be my next piece.
—James Warsing
owner of TJ's Dtrnupiphk Tiltoos

9>His memorial piece became an instant success
and was purchased for $10,000 by Jeff Gural, a
Krominenf Newmark real-estate businessman in
lew York City. "I had received bids as high as
$20,000 for the memorial but I decided to sellit for
$10,000 because I liked this guy and thought he
would have other things for me to do," Warsing
said. "In fact, v\ e (Gural and I) are doing a horse and
carriage etching right now."
The memorial piece was placed in New York City
outside of GSH 520, a real-estate office on Eighth
Avenue in Manhattan. Its primitive metal frame and
pedestal reflects the images of the twisted steel seen
at the Ground Zero site.ln the evening, the piece is
lit to reveal a red, white and blue flag that is the only
part of the etching Warsing decidedto color.
The firefighter piece received such honorable
praise that Gural encouraged Warsing to submit
design plans for a memorial at the World Trade

Center. "Everyone is pouring in with design ideas for
the memorial right now," Warsing said. "My plans
are for a large gazebo that will have marble-blackgranite walls with the carved names of the 3,000 that
perished. In the center would be steel beams ... that
would house the world's largest glass etching."
If his plans are chosen, Warsing's largest glass
etching will sell for $800,000. His gazebo would
be complete with skylights, handicap accessibility ana would have a radius of a little over 40
feet. It is still unclear when designers will be
notified of memorial plans. "I am trying to be
patient about it. I just don't want to count my
eggs before they hatch," Warsing said.
Recently, Warsing was commissioned to do
etching work for JMU in the new interfaith
chapellocated on the second floor of Taylor
Hall. Lisa Horsch, a capital gifts officer in
Development and Alumni Relations said, "The
class (of '54) raised money to build the chapel, and
I had to find a person in town to etch some windows. I came across TJ's (Warsing's) work for the
chapel. TJ is really an artist."
Besides etching memorials, monuments and
chapels, Warsing has been specializing in glass work
for many years. "Many moons ago, an attorney got
me into etching," Warsing said.'" was once considered detrimental to society as a tattoo artist. Tattoos
had to build up over the years to become a folk art,"
Warsing said. "I just wanted to keep my options
open in case the tattoo business got slow.'
With over 30 years of tattooing experience and
approximately 28,000 customers wearing his tattoos, Warsing's business won't be slowing down
anytime soon. But, it is his talents in glass etching
that have allowed him to travel all over the world
doing portraits of celebrities such as country
singer Alan Jackson, golf pros Arnold Palmer and
Jack Nicholas, tennis player John McEnroe and
even the Pope himself, Warsing said.
Last year, Warsing traveled to Rome on a special
invitation to present the Pope with the only glass
portrait he had ever received "I am sure he has nad
lots of oil and acrylic paints done of him but my portrait was the only glass one in all his years of being
the Pope," Warsing said. "As old as he was and as
fragile as he is, he had a big smile on his face."
Currently Warsing has two smaller Sept. 11
memorials that will be on display in Taylor Hall,
then at Harrisonburg's local cable station later this
month. The etchings feature country singer Alan
Jackson, former Mayor of New York City Rudy
Giuliani, President George W. Bush and a collage of
other symbols associated with Sept. 11. Warsing also
is trying to sell a Large religious scene of Moses.
"Moses will probably sell for over $10,000," Warsing
said. "I would like to see him permanently in a
church. But Moses has had his journey and is still
traveling ... the people have still yet to listen."
Big things can happen in small places, as
Warsing is a living testament to. Whether his
plan for the World T/ade Center is selected or
not, he will continue to produce art out of his tattoo
shop. With the future at his fingertips, only he
knows what is in store for his artistic potential.

PHOTO CO! RTESY OF hnpl/hmr nca nelfawnami/
Weighing over 80 pound* I* Wanting'* Sept. 11 monument located outside of GSH 520 on Eighth Avenue (n
Manhattan. The piece cold for $10,000 and portray*
three firefighter* raising the flag at Ground Zero.

LAURA DTAN/(*i*i «*(<»
One of Waning'* Sept. 11 memorial* feature, former Mayor Rudy GluManl. Alan Jackson, President
Bush and other patriotic symbol*.
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Focus

TT^ 1 T iifWV^ I "Shenandoal1 Valley's Hair Care Specialist!*

WANTED: Jews, Muslims, Buddhists,
Atheists, Christians, Agnostics, Humanists,
Deists or others to join in a Unitarian Universalist
worship service on Sunday evenings.
JMU campus organizational meeting Sunday, September 29 at 7:00 PM
For further information contact Merle Wenger mrfurn@msn.com

CELEBRATE DIVERSITY!
Harrisunburg Unitarian Universalists
http://HUUweb.org

open 7 days a week

433.9181

Cheap Nights at Acme
Acme VideO Use This Coupon For

Bubble Tea V*

Rent 1, Get 1 Free

and
Ktofta grtati!

^7 China Z<z<pAeM,
Store Hours May Vary

$10.00 Minimum - £imiLd Aim.

Open 7 days a week till 1 am
No MSG Upon Request
No Checks Accepted

Special
Combination
Platters

Lunch Special

$3.95

$6.50

Now Accepting JAC Cards!
(540) 568-9899

Located in xhm:

Cue also have great tasting
Espresso Drinks)

540-879-2183
Rl. 42 8 Dsyton Via 22821
Thur-SstM

CUSTOM PRINTED T-SHIRTS

Chinese Restaurant
4?4«0 HboL*t*uf

Kktsdt

rfi difficult, Kjnfwhing

Sunday-Thursday Onl> Ixp V/26/02
Kt. 33 East
(n««t to Wendy'3, across from Pargo's)

Phone: 867-0073

i i

iLi/i/ea

50

100

200

$3.99 ea.

$2.99 ea.

$1.99 ea.

Price for white t-shirts, 5.5 oz, 100% cotton,
adult sizes S-XL. one color print on one side
SALE ENDS OCT. 18,2002 at 5:00pm

SOS
Advertising
442-9226
110 West Grace St.
. Next to the new JMU Art Center ,

[gf BEST GRAPHIC DESIGNERS
El OPEN NIGHTS & WEEKENDS
E| BEST PRICES!!!
El APPROVED JMU VENDOR

For prices on additionel colors, color t-shirts, multiple
specificatic
imprint locations, and other specifications,
look on:

1031 Port Republic Rd
next to Food Lion

Gkuia ZtpAeAA. ^belioeM £Jze Nobody 4, fcuAineM.

@[L®@feOn. com

you take care of the patients,
we'll help take care of the

[tuition].
If you want to give your nursing career a shot in the arm. you need experience

not the headache

of how to pay your tuition. Qualify for an Army ROTC nursing scholarship, and you'll not only get
hands-on clinical training, you'll develop leadership skills you'll be able to tap into for your entire
career. Talk to us at the Army ROTC department. We'll take care of you.

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.
Sign up for classes now!
Contact CPT Rosenkranz at 568-3633
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Behind the scene books
Reading sexual content is more than just
elicit material.
Set story MS* 14
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"We all wanted to give our house a name, like a
fraternity but better."
DAN JENSEN

junior
Sat story astow

P "^FiflN^^^WIW_v$^ J
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Left: Creators of the Lifestyles House pose In front of Wilson
Hall. Above: The house residents show off their collection of
144 Lifestyles condoms. Below: Juniors Simon Hale and
Thomas -Deek" DICarlo play on their Indoor rock climbing wall.

LifeStyles of the fun and quirky
BY BRKNNA WALTON

style editor
This is the second in a series
of articles m which the afyfe editor takes a tour of the most interesting student homes at JMU.
Dm ing down Broad Street
in downtown Harrisonburg,
one might notice a house a little
different from the rest. Maybe
it's the purple-painted toilet
seat forming the house address
number 70 on the front porch.
Or maybe it's the LifeStyles
condoms banner hanging
proudly in the front window.
Beginning the explanation
of how the LifeStyles House
came into existence, junior Dan
Jensen said, "We all wanted to
give our house a name, like a
fraternity but better.
Yes, there really is .1 house
in Harrisonburg that is officially
sponsored
by
LifeStyles condoms. Walking
through the two-story house,
one is greeted with a
LifeStyles poster in every
room. A LifeStyles inflatable
chair hangs from the ceiling
above the stairwell. A bMktl
of LifeStyles condoms sits
atop the living room entertainment center
Juniors
Simon
Hale,
Spencer
Daniel,
Thomas
"Deek"
DiCarlo,
Kevyn
Adams, Jeff Colsh and Jensen
sent a mass e-mail to appmximately 80 companies n-quest-

ing sponsorship. LifeStyles was
the only one that said yes.
One day, a box arrived at
the house bearing the fruits of
their labor. LifeStyles sent
them 20 T-shirts, several
posters, an inflatable chair,
144 condoms in various colors and flavors and the official banner.
Although the banner must
be returned when they move
out, the inhabitants of the
I itrStyles House have had
their share of fun with it, posing tor pictures on the Quad.
Other fun times with
LifeStyles merchandise include
drafting the James Madison
statue in one of the T-shirts.
While condoms probably
are a more fitting choice of
sponsorship for a house full
of college-aged males, it
would be interesting to see
what the house might have
Looked like had any other
companies responded positively. Among those contacted were Johnson & Johnson's
Q-Tip, Red Bull, Taco Bell,
Papa John's and Tampax.
The guys have received
mixed reviews about the unique
decor of their home
"Most people who come
hen' are friends and they know
we have a quirky sense of
humor," Hale said.
Some are not as understanding.

"We saw a friend of ours
who we hadn't seen in a while
and when we told her we got
our house sponsored by
lifeStyles condoms, she looked
at us like we were perverts,"
Daniel said.
The LifeStyles housemates
do not seem to be phased by
the reactions of others, however, as they often like to stand on
the roof of their house wearing
their LifeStyles T-shirts and
posing like bodybuilders.
In
addition
to
the
LifeStyles memorabilia, the
house showcases the different
talents of its tenants.
The living nxim features I
free-standing rock climbing
wall built by Hale and DiCarlo
Jensen came up with the design
for this year's recyclable mug
for JMU Dining Services and
spray painted colonial-style
"James Madison wigs" that
were sold at the JMU bookstore
last year.
All in all. these guys have
proven that for them, testing out
their quirky ideas in the name of
fun and originality is not just a
priority, but a lifestyle.
For more
information
about the LifeStyles House,
visit its Web site at www.geocities.com/lifestyleshouse.
If you would like your home to
he featured in "}MU Cribs,"
please call x8M51 or e-mail
breezestyleOhonmail.com.
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Art mosaic lights up Grafton Stovall
BY LISA MARIETTA

MATT CAR \M II \ >
Senior* TJ Huff, Joshua Graver and Meaghan Tetreault created
tha art mosaic In Grafton-Stovall Theatre.

senior writer
While most college students spent their summers on
\x\u lies, behind desks or at
home three JMU artists tiled
■WtJ .it .» mosaic that now
adds to the decor of GraftonStovall Theatre.
Upon entering Grafton
Stovall, it would be difficult to
ignore the enormous work
currently adorning the wall
directly above the vending
machines. An Inca gold color
is cast behind the mosaic and
effectively atients the grout
Mid the black and white UIM
used. The mosaic reveals two
blue creatures peering through
two film cameras on either of
the symmetric sides. The creatures are surrounded by darkness, but their cameras shed
white light over an eclectic
mix of movie stars.
Like the Hollywood Walk
ot r-ame, black silhouettes
dancing in the camera s light
immortalize the stars repre-

sented in the mosaic. The stars
depicted range fmm Audrey
Hepbum, Charlie Chaplin and
Marilyn Monroe to Flliot and
E.T.. Alfred Hitchcock and
Owen Wilson
I he OVeraQ piece allows the
eve to flow fluidlv from left to
right due to the creatures that
encapsulate both ends of the
meeeJc. All Of the stars are

needy positioned in the light
of the tiles. Each silhouette
carefully is detailed, down to a
red lightsaher held bv Darth
Vader fmm "Star Ware."
Seniors II Huff, Joshua
(.raver and Meaghan letreault
were able to ChoOM .1 collection of figures, some of which
were widely recognized while
others took MOM time for
viewers to dec ipher
Wr wanted characters that
were sort of recognizable but
ajMOOIpaatd a mix fmm the
beginning classics to the most
recent stars, such as Owen
Wilson from 'The Royal
lenennaums,'" Huff said

letreault said, "The recognizable figures help make it
enjoyable to everyone even if
they know nothing about what
we did or art. Thev can still
appreciate it."
[nen is no apparent hidden
meaning that the piece evokes
fmm the viewer. However, thenis something to be said about
the indirect contrast between
the ixid camera creatures and
the Hollywood stars.
"We all agreed that the people in the center are symbols of
the Hollywood glamour and
lite style, while the decrepit
camera men are the ones left in
the dark behind the camera,"
Tetreault said.
[1WJ piece challenged the
students to work in an unfamiliar medium and decide on
something that would be more
pleasing to the public, Solla said.
I like the piece because it is
going to reach a larger audi
ence," Huff said. "I think a lot
Of times we forget that it [art]
can extend outside the gallery

walls. To get something of merit
is important in the public."
The students spent all of
Ma\ session - n ating the piece
in an independent 3-D design
deei under the instruction of
professor hVrvl Solla Overall,
it cost them roughly $300 for
supplies that were provided by
Mark Cline of University
C enter Services.
According to the artists, n
is rumored that the students
may be commissioned to create two more panels 00 either
side of the piec«'. but nothing
has been decided.
"The whole experience
wasa lot of tun, (.ravei said
"It's just something for people to look at and enjoy. It's
belter that it is there rather
than not "
Solla said, "Ihese students
did a great job, especially since
tiling is so labor intensive. The
piece is wonderful and he
[Mark ClineJ was so OOOpen*
tive. I don't think it could have
ben a better experience.''
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Controversial 'mature' novels more than meets senses
after they'd lelt, I'd pull the
same book they'd been reading
off the shelf and (lip through the
pages. I wondered what drew
them to such a book - and I
found out all too clearly.
Some of the descriptions of
sex would be outlandish, others
humorous (then again, to a
young boy everything associated
with sex is funny in one way or
another) yet all of them grabbed
my attention and kept the pages
turning. Keep in mind, I wasn't
flipping through erotica; these
were merely mature run els,
many of which I've read since
first coming upon them all those
years ago in that small bookstore.
Some people say that idle
hands are the devil's plaything. I
say that inquiring minds want to
know. I've always been drawn
to books that deal heavily in sex

BY ZAK SAI.IH

senior writer
Note: The following column
is read best under dim lights
with a soft saxophone playing in
the background.
Back before large chain bookstores/coffeehouses like Borders.
Books-a -Million and Barnes and
Noble became popular, there was
a small Crown Books store located on a strip mall near my house.
This is where I developed
the habit of checking out what
other people were reading, with
the curious precision and skill of
.. little Joseph McCarthy. Let's
just say that sometimes the people I spied on weren't reading
books as wholesome as the
Berenstein Bears.
I would wait in another aisle
while an individual finished
browsing through a book. Then,

and all things sexual yet ifs not
the content that draws me to
them (unlike the curious boy of
my youth), but the controversy
that surrounds them.
A few summers ago, my aunt
dropped me off at a Barnes and
Noble and I came out an hour
later
having
purchased
"American Psycho," the infamous Bret Easton Ellis novel,
let's be frank: I didn't buy the
book because I had an interest in
HI is the writer. I bought the book
because it had numerous social
groups in a riot over its graphic
(and boy, are they graphic)
depictions of a male serial killer
having sex with, torturing and
killing numerous women.
Reading that book was a
chore,
mainly
because
"American Psycho" is one of
those novels that you don't want

parents or relatives catching you
with if you're under 18. It's a
book you have to put in a drawer when you're not reading, a
book whose plot you have to
make up when you grandmother eyes you reading and asks,
"Oh, I've never read that one.
What's it about?" It's about as
awkward as watching television
with your parents when one of
those orgasmic Herbal Essences
commercials comes on.
The same thing happened
again only a few months back,
when I brought "Portnoy's
Complaint" on vacation with
me. For those uninitiated into the
brilliant world of Philip Roth, the
novel concerns the sexual
(mis)ad ventures of a Jewish man
trying to develop emotionally
intimate relationships with
women while escaping the men-

tal abuse of his overbearing
mother. It's the kind of novel that
would have Kreud iplmiM Iff
his chair. I was certainly rn-x'k.-il
again, because of the amtroversy
surrounding the graphic nature
of the novel (both sexually and in
its depiction of disillusioned
Jewish life).
All the books I've mentioned so
tar, however, transcend the controversy surrounding their H-MI.II
nature because the works as a whole
concern issues far greater than physical pleasure "American Ptfattr I
more a commentary on the hanal
198ft. culture than il is a manual on
how to maim and kill women, and
the violence, despite its graphic
nature, may simply be the fantasies
of a oUsillusioned businessman
"Portnoy's Complaint," to
me. Is more psychosexual than
pure sexual. Other works, like

though you barely can afford toilet paper. How to achieve Either
find a dead bird and take its feathers or go buy some. Turkey, peacock or macaw feathers are
preferable (a couple bucks at a
craft store or online.) Buy some
71 inch leather shoelaces (S3 at a
drug store) and be the feathers to
ends. Wrap it around your waist
like a belt or your neck like a scarf.
fust don't put it in your mouth,
the feathers could be diseased.
If you want cheap, find an
animal and skin it. If you want
easy and clean, get some fauxfur (a couple bucks a yard) at
your local fabric store and sew it
onto your jacket collar and line
your jean jacket or coat. (Hint: If
you can't sew, don't try; improper use of sewing needles is the

number one cause of fashion
related deaths in the home)
Patchwork. Styk-: Hobo style
translates to shabby chic. I d Mf u i
achieve: Trade clothes with a
homeless man or make your
own. Cut up some old shirts and
pants into two, three or four
square inch patches Sew the
patches to existing shirts or jeans.
Interesting fabrics make for inter
esting patches- (Hint Cton't go
overboard, the fabrics are supposed to be patches, not the entire
item of clothing)
Nothing is cook-r than making
your own clothes. Each piece is
individualized so no one ever will
have the same thing you do. Plus
there is a certain pride in knowing
you made the fancy outfit you're
struttin' your bootvlicious self in.

Arthur
Schnitzler's
"La
Rhonde" Rdntldo, Arenas'
memoir, "Before \\y,h\ Kills"
■ad even the works of the infamous Marquis de Sade are more
than the sum of their sexually
desenptive episodes.
I've come to love the frankness ol literature; the way
books aie hardly M regulated
as other media mulcts like film,
television and radio. I've
always felt a bit of maturity
reading sexually controvrrsi.il
books and knowing that I'm
gleaning something from them
other than the immediacy of
physical titillation. Besides, if
your parents catch you, it's a lot
Meter to close a book than it is
to turn off the television. Also,
if they ask what you were
doing, you can smile and say, "I
was just reading."

Poorer than dirt? Don't trade in
BY RYAN MCWILLIAMS

to achieve: My personal favorite
Is never to wash my jeans. The
dirtier they get, the browner they
look and the more fashionable
they are. But if you prefer to
wash your clothes on a regular
basis, you can opt for dying
them. Purchase a mix dye at any
drugstore (around $5), follow
instructions on the bottle, throw
in a pair of your old summer
jeans and SHAZAM! You have a
new pair that would melee
Roberto Cavalli weep. (Hint: Go
for a subtle tint and dilute the
dye with a little more water than
instructed.)
Craffiti. Style. If s not just for
bathnxtm stalls anymore. How to
achieve Take a pair of light jeans
or white shirt and write on it. A
black permanent marker will do.

contributing writer
This week's original plan was
to cut on people for faux-patriotism. My whole column should
not be wasted on that subject so
I'll leave it at this; don't paste the
American flag on everything you
own and if you feel the need to, it
should be about pride and not a
consumer trend.
Now let's talk about something more interesting. Today
I'm going to teach you how to
translate a boring K-mart summer wardrobe into fresh fall
fashion for little to no money It
takes time, patience and taste.
Are you ready for the challenge
IXinieison? If so, let's begin.
Denim. Style: Light white or
brown tints on dark denim. How

Write poetry, song lyrics; it doesn't matter, it looks cool. If you feel
like going crazy, try drawing
some pictures. (Hint Stick figures
always are appropriate.)
Shirts. Style: Designs of fruit,
flowers and ridiculousness.
How to achieve: Buy computer
printable iron-on sheets ($15 for
12 sheets at a computer store).
Download everything you've
always wanted to put on a shirt
and print it onto.the paper. (For
example, "Pork: Trie Other
White Meat" is my favorite shirt
creation.) Cut it out and iron it
on. (Hint: It will go on backwards so reverse it before you
print it. "Mud" printed, will go
on as "buM.")
Fur and Feathers. Style:
Making yourself look chic even

PHOTO COURTESY OT
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Sovhomow Knki M^hf b n hot In brourn
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Pamper your pets at Valley Vets!
Dr. Vicky Strickland
Dr. John Daly
Small Animal • Medical Surgery,
Boarding • Grooming
433^VFT*»
498 University Blvd.
Across from COSTCO

International Week
S.pl.-k., II.l|, 1001
J»*l Million Unlvonity
(•Natal (MUft (MtM Srend kllr.i.
•oloi Friday, So»t»bar 17, 1001
ten a ooiooo p.m.

toon OHM Af sum
Music by

"Dan Sealy"
«

International
Extravaganza

Featuring .

Sotdiars of JaA Atmy

In « •»••'■! •»

latoraetioaal Calibration!

join us for a night of
Caribbean cuisine and
performances by Dan
Sealy featuring Soldiers
of Jah Army and JMU
students.
Soldiori of loll Army oit riiiog up tiling. dtdKitei lo ih*i> million of bunging Ihe meiiooo lo Ihe ooople
'hiough itgfM maw (rimming with •rifiaol muticol ok lynul lonloal, union in mott of music lodayi
Fhoio tin biothion no ■...going loi vtrsos to mo>o mountoini ond hillsidis. striving toi itioigtoi to pui the
world in too right undo. buila«g budges lo (ion o»of Iho hoi.. " {freedom Tim ». 4)

litbm too b< ondieiod oi
CMIU, Worron Moll room 245
>»i **». »MaM.<
IS lt« itadoM; ill M' aonon
for moil mtofaajtiofl, iliou
MM loin Wong. SM MM II
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Additional performances Include:
Brvi ion donee. Korean Ponpipe. Iriih Folk Muaic and e«c...
Meau (election:
• Oanhbcan Style Caeaar Salad
• Red Beam with Saffron Rice
• Fncd Plamain* wilh Scotch Bonnet & Papaya Chutney
• Coconul Chicken with Grilled Pineapple & Cnantro Salsa
• Caribbean Vegetable latagna

CSpuna.^rj
A ©MH COMPANY

■f> EQUAL HOUSING
[
1 OPPORTUNITY
1101 Devon Lane
Haniionbuta,VA22801
432-1001
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Dukes host Invitational

"You've got to play the best teams if you want to be
the best. You've got to play them and you've got to
beat them. So far we're doing that."

Men's golf to face tough competition at lone home event at
Lakeview Golf Course.

field hockey coach

L.

SPORTS
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IRENE HORVAT

Sac story at low

5## story www

FED HOCKEY [FOOTBALL

JMU earns
highest
ranking
since 1995
BY DRKW WILSON

sports editor
With it's 3-1 win over No. 9
University of Virginia Sunday,
the field hockev team moved up
one spot to No. 4 in the nation in
the STX/NFHCA Division I
National Coaches Poll Tuesday.
For the Dukes, it's tile highest the
team has been ranked since 1995
when JMU was ranked No 2
Now 5-0 this season alter
their 5-2 win over Amerii.in
University Wednesday, the
Dukes have moved up tile polls
with Hint' of tin- live wins coming against ranked opponents.
After a 6-0 win over
Appalachian State UniwiMtv
JMU edged No. 15 Duke
University 3-2 befon' topping
\.i 7 VV.iU r»pu-sl Univeisily tinnext day.
"Obviously it shows how big
it is." coach Irene Horvat said of
JMU's position on the poll compan-d to the wins over ranked
teams. "It's put us from being a
bubble team in the top 20 tu
being No. 4. 1 think List year m
were |ust narntwly on Hie oHtcr
side of winning those games."
Ilk' difference lor the Dukes
this -A'ason is a couple of things,
Horvat said
"I think we've |ust got tinmaturity and the confidence in
our game to sec it through, so it's
experience and maturily and
with time you improve your
-.kills." Horvat said. 'It'-, iluresult of a couple ot years of hanl
work on everyone's part. And
winning the big games is what it
kta ■
Horvat also said Hie team had
changed in some key areas mm
last season, which has helped Hie
I Xikes defeat ranked opponents
such as the Blue LX'vils and
Demon Deacons.
"Last year, if we'd give up a
goal or maybe get out-shot, but
Ml kept our composure," Horvat
said. "We stniapJad in some
areas of the game like moving
the ball through the midfk'ld
under a lot ol pressure. We
fumed ova tin- Kill a lot and got
caught in transition. That's a
problem I think we've rc.illv
solved — our ball-handling and
our composure in Hie midfk'ld
under pressure. II s really
impnntst. as well .is our finish
ing in front of the net. That was
definitely evident against Duke

If you win ...
they will come
JMU's attendance rates favor winning records
By DAN BOWMAN
assistant sports editor
In a rather disturbing
trvnd to start the 2002 football
season, attendance rates at
Bridgeforth Stadium have
dropped notably in comparison to tin past three seasons.
Only three years ago in the '99
season, JMU was able to draw
an average crowd of just
under 12,000 fans, en rout.' to
an overall record of 8-4 (5-0 at
home) and its first Atlanta 10
championship. Those days,
however, seem
to have
become distant memoi ies
Since that time, crowds
hivebotn less than eager to
root-root-root for the home
team. In last season's final
home
game
against
Northeastern
University
NOV. 17, 2001, Bridgeforth
filled a meager 8,0XXi
three-year low.
The '02 crowds haven't
been much more imposing,
draw big just under 8.000 fans
the past two wivks alter seating |ust over 10,000 for JMU's
home
opener
against
Hampton I niversitv Aug. 31.
"It kind of bothers me,"
red-shirt senior wide receiver Brannon Coins said, "But
i
ens< I feel like it's our
fault. Once we start winning,
everyone will want to jump
on the bandwagon."
For players like Coins and
senior wide receiver Mike
Connelly,
the
recent
hVul>;etorth crowds are a far
cry from the attendance rates
they were used to thmughout
the '99 and '00 seasons.
"You can notice a little bit
of a difference (from '99 to

now)," Connelly said. "Even
at the beginning of those seasons though, it took a little
while. As we started winning,
the people started coming."
Sun? enough, there is a
direct correlation between
winning and attendance. In
their five home games in the
'99 championship season, the
Dukes were able to fill mark
85 percent of the 14,000 seats
at Bridgeforth. while in 2000,
JMU went 6-5 and attendance
subsequently dn>pped nearlv
three percent to about 11,500
people per game.

66... I feel like it's our
fault. Once we start
winning, everyone
will want to jump on
the bandwagon.
— Brannon Goins
red-shirt senior wide receiver

99
Last season the bottom fell
out for the Dukes, as they only
were able to compile two
wins, while filling an average
ot about 10,500 seats at home
Coach Mickey Matthews said
he attributes some of the
sparse crowds to weather,
among other things.
"I thought there were a
lot of times when we would
start the games and thenwouldn't be many people in
the stands," Matthews said.

"1 really don't know what to
do about that. As a football
coach, that's really out of
your control.
"One thing I've learned
too, is that when you have
threatening skies that has an
effect on the crowd. People
look to see if it's going to be
raining before they decide to
come, especially the kids."
One group of students
who seem to show up at virtually every home game for
the Dukes is the Student
Duke Club. Senior Jeremy
Buflodc, pa-sidentof theSDC,
said that IK- and liis fellow
Duke Club members show up
at games, not only to support
the team, but to support the
school as a whole.
"They aren't letting us
down," Bullock said. "We
know what we have and
what we came here for.
Madison is about a school,
not just a team. (Virginia)
Tech is about a team — JMU
is about an attitude.''
And although not all students seem to have as much
staying power as those in the
SDC, Goias believes a win on
the road agaiast Hofstra
University this Saturday could
change everyone's minds.
"The rowdiness has definitely gone down," Goins
said. "In '00 the crowds
would just go crazy. You
would hear things coming
out of the stands you wouldn't want to tell your mother.
"But all that comes with
winning. I think if we're able
to take this one at Hofstra,
we're looking at 3-1. Then the
faas will be ready"

Average Percent off
Capacity Home Crowd

see TOUGH, page IS
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MEN'S GOLF

BRIAN COKERAMrilMint phmogniplirr

Red-shirt sophomore kicker Burke George attempts a field goal
Saturday. George hit three field goals In JMU's 16-13 win.

Dukes go distance over
FAU, improve to 2-1
Late goalline stand helps JMU hold off Owls
DAN BOWMAN

assistant sports editor
Despite a lackluster offensive
performance against Florid.!
Atlantic University Saturday, it
was defense that once again pn>pelled coach Mickey Matthews'
squad to a 16-13
„
,

win against the
Owls.

Saturday
FAU

Regardless of
.,
the
outcome,
Matthews said
JMU
the team still
it.
needed
to
impaive in a few aa\is, conduct
being one of them.
"The biggest thing we were
mad about was 1 thought we had
lost our poise," Matthews said of
his team, which accumulated four
personal fouls against FAU. "I
was not happy that we engaged in
(verbal combat) a couple of times
That 15 yarder there late in the
fourth quarter, I told our kids 'do
not get involved.'"
The aiming point for JMU
came early in the fourth quarter
with the Owls trailing by three
and driving. Although the Dukes
held a 16-13 lead, momentum
favored FAU and quarterback
Jahn GaiTett, who had just completed a 36-yard pass to receiver
Brittney Tell is. setting up a fatand-goal situation fnrni the JMU
five-yard line.
With its back to the wall, the
Dukes' defense pushed the Owls
back to the 20-yard line in four
dowas, resulting in a missed 37yard field goal by FAU and a shift
in momentum favoring JMU.
"That was a big stand for us,"
a*d-shirt senior safety Reggie
lavlor said I mean, 1 think we
were only up three points right
there, and stopping them right
there, that was huge. That was
very huge as far as the game turning and the momentum shifting to
our side. That was very big for us."
The Dukes kx>ked like they
would take a 13-6 lead into halftime, courtesy of a one-yard touchdown ain by red-shirt sophomore

Rondell Bradley in the first quarter
and two field goals by red-shirt
sophomore kicker Burke George,
who was named Atlantic 10 special
teams player of the week, in the second quarter, when disaster struck.
On a third-and-four with 19
seconds left, red-shirt sophomore
quarterback Matt [.eZotte looked
for red-shirt senior wide receiver
Brannon Coins along the left sideline, b-:t was picked off by the
Owb' Willie Hughley, who ran the
interceptir i back 87 yards, tying
the score at 13-13 at the half.
"I'll take the blame for that
call," Matthews said. "We
should've played much more conservative. It was third-and-four,
and we had executed our twominute drill, and if you think
about it they weren't even sowing us down.
Their defensive front was run
rushing very much, so we were
almost throwing at will in that particular series. We had one timeout
left, and I felt that we should've
run the draw and kicked a field
goal," Matthews said .
The lone bright spot for JMU
in the game was it's defense, primarily on the rushing attack Ihe
Dukes' held FAU to negative 15
yards rushing for the game, breaking a school record of negative
one yard set in the 1989 season
against Towson University.
The game also pitted
Matthews agaiast college football
coaching
legend
Howard
Schnellenberger, who is best
known for leading the UniversiK
of Miami to a national championship in 1983.
"Most of the kids don't even
remernber Magic Johnson, so I had
to explain to the kids who
(Schndfcnberger) was," Matthews
said "lle'saven tiivhx>rhallavKh.
and I wouldn't say that for him to
think that. He did a gixxi job."
Saturday JMU travels to Long
Island, N.Y. to play Hotstra
University, which defeated the
University of New Hampshire
last wedc 52-28.

AND THE SAGA CONTINUES

Dukes gear up for JMU Invitational Spurrier to Redskins' rescue?
.■gigisup. Ste\e He
Bv Wi s HUSH
contributing writer
The men's golf team tees up for
its 29th Annual JMU Invitational
Golf Tournament Saturday at
I akeview (.olt Course tor it's lone
home event of the season. The 18team tournament brings some ot
the upper echelon college programs from the Mid-Atlantic
region tor two days ot competition.
JMU looks to come out of the
gat^s fast this fall and take advantage of its tirst compitilion on its
home COUnt<
"The course is I veiv local
knowledge, short, placement goll
GOWK, which suits us well compared to a big, open golf COUItt,
coach Paul I ioodcn MM 1 Ml ItM
we |ust didn't do it I think we II be
in the running this year I think we
are more disciplined and I think
the gins are better prepared
knowing what's out there in front
of them "
Ihis ve.n s squad ■ Ilounshmg

with youth, but experience. The
Dukes' roster is filk>d with seven
freshman. The departure of 2001 juniors* .eott rorcinoand Chris I illy are
a significant loss for the team. The
two elected to forgo their senior year
of eligibility Ilu- voung starting five
for the squad includes junior Jay
Wood son, sophomore* |airo Invno,
sophomore Barry Umderee, sophomore Jason Robertson and freshman
IX*nnis Cosier.
"A lot of these guys have played
tournament golt, as well as junta
golf," Gooden sakt "Their previous
pla) in tournament golf will help ease
the difficult transitkm to Division 1
.ollegiateeolt
Gooden is looking forwanl to this
season after a promising summer
from his team captain. Junior Jay
Woodson won the Virginia State
Amateur OWB the summer and loofcl
Ion *ll over his success back to the collegiate schedule
'' llus sumnui I played in a lot
of tournaments. Wix»dson said. "I

did practice, but more so, 1 wanted
to play and become accustomed to
pa'ssure situations. I worked on
the level of focus it takes to win
tournaments. The mental aspect is
so important, and I focused on that
in the tournaments
Gooden said, "Jay has high goals,
and that's what it takes to play golf
after college, at a high level, the next
level He's a good athlete who
knows the work and determination
it takes. Jay has been a great leader.
He makes pa>per decisions on and
off the golf course"
The Dukes will strive to be highlv
competitive in the Colonial Athletic
Association this year and then tackle
their number one goal for the season
— reaching the NCAA tournament.
"That's tlu* ultimate goal — to
make it back to the NCAA tournament," Woodson said. "I've been
lure two years now, and sadly
enough, coach hasn't been back then*.
I've never been, and everyone tells
me how awesome it is I want it bad."

I excited
exi
fans while
■ nil
ninning up the score-

board in the preseason. He
was praised in his regular
season coaching debut ...
against
the
Arizona
Cardinals. But what happened on Monday Night
Football could become a
regular fixture for the 'Skins
this year Steve Spurrier's
offense went fa>m fun-andgun to fun-and-mme
It was the first time the
Redskias have not scored
an ottensive touchdown in
10 years, and the closest the
pfltnat got was to the
ITiiladelphia 35-yard line.
If it weren't for Jacque/
Green's 90-yard punt
return, the Eagles would
have blanked them lor
Spurrier, it was his worst
defeat as a coach since the
Fiesta Bowl in 1995. The
game had all the ingredi-

ents for an eventual season-spoik'r in D.C.
Spurrier needs to dnyp
all the angry visor grabbing and
horse-lip
pouting.
He needs
to compose
himself
and act
like an
NFL
coach. If
AARON
Spurrier
doesn't
GRAY
respect
other
clubs,
coaches
around the league won't
think twice about stickin' it
to him. For example, when
Donovan McNabb hits
James Thrash with a 39yard touchdown pass to
continue the blow-out and
make it 30-7 in the third
quarter

Spurrier was a great
college coach. Dan Synder
got a lot of attention when
he made Spurrier his $25
million trophy. How are
you going to make
Spurrier the wealthiest
coach in the league when
hi- has zero NFl, experience? Synder should have
learned his lesson with
that $100 million debacle
in '99. Deion Sanders still
is cashing in on that deal
and he's in the booth.
The word is out among
coaches in the league and
Andy Reid delivered the
first blow. Din't think Steve
Mariucci will hold back
next week after Spumer ran
up the score during a 38-7
defeat in the American
Bowl. Spurrier came out
smoking in the preseason,
but will he have any gas left
for the regulai season,
sw 'SKINS, page IS
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{puppies..
Thete thinfi art commonly mtd
In advertising to catch the
reader's eye. If you'd like to
catch someone's eye. advertise |
with The Breeze. Maybe we'll put
puppies and babies on your ad.
*>|<t40)lM-«ll7

...babies
MONDAY MADNESS

PAPAS

ONE MEDIUM-ONE TOPPING
PIZZA
(Delivery Charges Apply)
4334100
Norm Mason Street
lacatlon Only

ONIY $6.99
CARRY OUT OR DEUVERY

Blue R''d£jJ|||[ Inc.

ALL-WHITE-MEAT BREAST FILLETS
Tender, crispy and golden brown.
Perfect for dipping!
Includes:

■ ■ Buffalo //of Sauce

Alignment
434-5935
Brakes
Expires: 10-3-02
Mufflers
Shocks
Batteries
State Inspections

Hone* ffliteTARP
TAMGY

YELLOW CAB
• Radio Dispalched
• Service to all major airports
Wheelchair accessible vehicles
•Prompt, Courteous Service*
24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available

tURBEQuE

Large One Topping Pizza &
Order of Chicken Strips

$13.99!
433-PAPA

Take charge of your future.
Don't miss these events!

Resume Round-Up
TODA Y!
1-5pm, Phillips Center Ballroom

Career Fair
Tuesday, September 24
1-5pm, Convocation Center
Sponsored by Academic Advising and Career Development.
Call 568-6555 or go to www.imu.edu/careerfor more information.
i

»

L

SPORTS

THURSDAY, SEPT.
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Invest in your future
with Circuit City's

Corporate
Financial
Training
Program

You Still Have Time!
Apply now to be an

INTERNATIONAL
INTERN
Many positions are still available
for next spring and summer terms
in Western/Eastern Europe & Latin America.

Explore your possibilities with a
great Fortune 200 company!

Visit us at ttie Career Fair
on September 24.

Contact Judy Cohen for details:
Phone 568-6979 / e-mail <cohenjk@jmu.edu>
or come to Hillcrest for an application
(seewww.jmu.edu/international/internships)

information Session
Thursday, September 19
from 7pm to 9pm
Zane Showker Hall Room 105

or come to the

Resume Drop Deadline
Thursday, September 26

Study Abroad Fair
Monday, 23 September
11-3 in the PC Ballroom

Interviews
Thursday, October 17
For more college recruiting
information, check us out online:

This is opportunity knocking ...

www.circuitetty.com/caroerconnect
We promote a drug-free workplace and are an
equal opportunity employer.

Rockingham Cooperative
/Mamstreet V$ar <£ grill Presents

L

^—^ Saturday ~^
csent. 21st JS-

Win a Jeep!
(Grand Prize Drawing 12/14/02, No Purchase Necessary)

■pr*|i
»••

THE WORLD'S GREATEST TRIBUTE TO
JIM MORRISON AND THE DOORS

"The Soft Parade"

Next Monthly Drawing October 1,2002 for
$100 Gift Certificate for
ROCKY FOOTWEAR
One winner from each location!

^ Student f^
Discount ^
Tickets for students only!
Just $8.00 advance at Main-street
or show your student ID at the door.

18 & up
153 South Mamstreet, Harrisonburg
For More Information Call

432.9963
visit Us at Our Website
www.malnstreetrocks.com
I

»T

Complete Rules and Registration box
available at all locations.
Register once each day you are in one of the
Rockingham Cooperative stores.

Sponsors:
Rockingham Cooperative
True Value
Mossy Oak Apparel
Alpine Binoculars
Bleu Water Company
American Security Sales

Locations:
Harrisonburg
Hartman Motors
Bridgewater
Cline Energy
Elkton
Swift Rifle Scopes
Timberville
Rocky Footwear
Woodstock Verstandig Broadcasting
Monterey
Parker Compound Bows
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Tough road
ahead for
Horvat,
field hockey

19, 2(X)2

Spoirrs

E10

PICK
OF

Tl IE

Travis Cllngenpeel
managing editor

Week # 4
Season total
Last week
Winning percentage

9-2
.818

Florida at Tennessee
Virginia Tech at Texas A & M
USC at Kansas State
I Furman at Richmond
^^
I*] UMass at Northeastern
JMU at Hotstra
Buffalo at Denver
Dallas at Philadelphia
New Orleans at Chicago
Washington at San Francisco
I St. Louis at Tampa Bay

TOL'GH.from page 15
and Wake Forest."
Despite the big wins.
Horvat knows a high ranking this early in the season
doesn't matter.
'Triis No. 4 ranking right
now isn't going to mean a
thing," Horvat said. "What is
going to mean something is the
fact that we beat Wake Forest
and that we beat Virginia and
any other win up there — these
an? the things over the course of
the season that are going to put
us in a position to, at the minimum, draw an at-large bid."
"Obviously having three
ranked wins is fantastic, but
we've got to get more," Horvat
added. "We've got a long way
to go."
The players also know there
is a long season ahead of them.
Junior midfielder Lindsey
Keller said,"I think it's a great
start, but we're definitely going
to have to really keep our focus
because we're going lo have a
target on our back."
The good start has been a
slight shock, according to redshirt senior back Ryan Shean.
"I think it's come as kind of
a shock to all of us," Shean
said. "We we're hoping to do
really well, but we almost
shocked ourselves with how
we were playing in our first

Tennessee
Virginia Tech

use

After another good week, the Real Deal maintained the lead .is he
Time tO
MM I ,iin the champion" throughout the office. There are no arguments that he is the "Queen" of the office.
Meanwhile, Popcye and Wilson swapped spots for the second week in a row. Popeyes
better record had Wilson wondering what exactly was in Popeye's pipe. He has proposed
a deal with the POTW union that would call for mandatory drug testing in the future as a
result or else he will go on strike.
However, Wilson's lack of importance should make it easy to find a replacecouple of garni-- l-wr itnoi
then, we've been getting used
to that feeling of not letting it
get to us and still being able to
perform and not getting too big
of heads going into our next
couple of games "
The road doesn't get much
easier for JMU. Eleven of its
next 15 opponents are r..nk*il
or received votes in this week's
poll, including No 1 University
Oi \1.n\ kind Oct. 27 and No. 2
Old Dominion Univeristv i vt
12, who is also JMU's conference rival.

"You've got to play the best
teams if you want to be the
best," Horvat said. "You've got
to play them and you've got to
beat them. So far we're doing
that. There are a lot of tough
teams on our schedule.
"It's great to be ranked this
high that early, but I'm sure a lot
of things in the top 20 are going
to change. I have a really good
quiet confidence in where we
are mentally and I don't think
if s a case where it's going to go
to out heads. I don't think it'$ .<
case of false confidence. We're

Drew Wilson
sports editor
24-9
7-4
.727

Tennessee
Tennessee
Virginia Tech
Virginia Tech
Kansas State
USC
Furman
Richmond
UMass
UMass
Hofstra
Hofstra
Denver
Denver
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
New Orleans New Orleans
San Francisco San Francisco
St. Louis
St. Louis

Richmond
Northeastern
Hoist ra
Denver
Philadelphia
New Orleans
San Francisco
St. Louis

Jeanlne Qajewski
da bottom feeder
17-16
6-5
.515

m

Tennessee
Virginia Tech
USC
Furman
UMass

Nat» Dogg
tr« regulator
7-4
.788

Tennessee
Virginia Tech
Kansas State
Furman
UMass

Denver
Denver
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Chicago
New Orleans
San Francisco San Francisco
Tampa Bay
Tampa Bay

regulate

ment player The PLaya is heard to be vying for that spot should Wilson's
strike happen.
The player formally Known as da boss has taken on a new name this week; da bottom
feeder. As she tries to stay "afloat," she continues to hear the constant harrasment from
her profesMirs. Finally da bottom feeder gave in and researched her picks. Will it even mattrr'Stiy tuned.
joining the crew as a guest is Nate Dogg, who is looking to regulate the G-funk era on
the rest of the roster. Even he can't deny it mat he has a reputation to live up to as the guest

going to go out there every day
knowing that we play excellent
teams, every one of which the
ability lo be in our position
right now."
Horvat said her goal is to keep
the team in the top 10, which she
says will be tough given the
strength of the schedule.
"Every single win we get
from this point against ranked
opponents just proves our
case and is a stronger leg to
stand on when it COffm to
bids
for
the
NCAA
Tournament," Horvat said.

\Cl?J?JAMO?J BE AX
'

Dan Bowman
asst. sports editor
25-8
8-3
.758

Guest Predictor

'Skins to struggle
■SA/\S\ from page 75
much less the playoffs? He's
got a banged up starting quarterback in Shane Matthews
and Danny Wuerffel wears a
glove on his throwing hand —
that's all I have to say about
that. The all-star cast on
defense got shelled Monday
night and their upcoming
schedule is a nightmare. Next

week at San Francisco, then at
Tennessee, home against the
Saints, at Green Bay and then
they host Indianapolis.
There's a storm brewing in
Washington and it's going to get
worse before it gets better. This
could be the beginning of the
end for coach superior.
Don't believe the hype, the
Skms will start the season with a
1-6 record.

BAKERY AND DECT

a no

:••* ••Al
Bring in this ad!

I

regular coffee or soda I
with purchase of dinner

!■■-*»«..

Expires October 19, 2002, Valid All Day

600 University Blvd.
BesideCoslco& Inlclos

j

(In between Sheen A JMU Arboretum)

!»-*"

u

^n

Mon.-Sat. 7:30a.m.-8:00 p.m.
Sunday: open 'til 5

Breakfast all dav Sat. & Sun.

t+Kb ttek TV

SS E woiti Si
BMKMKUiw't

Bay One Combo Meal.

Downfown: 433-3917

Get Second
Half Off!

SKYDIVE!
One day first jumps, and a staff dedicated to keeping you and
your fellow JMU students skydiving at SKYDIVE ORANGE

66
*gm

Freefall almost a minute
from 2 1/2 miles high
from our 22 Jumper
aircraft on your first skydive!

JMU Student Discounts

1 (877) 34&3759

(540) 943-6587

^,

((B77) DIVE-SKY)

complete information,son www.skydiveorange.com

Buy One Cone or Cup
& Get One Free!
Jlavorofthe
Week:

ChetHj Hut

(Waffle Cones .50 Extra)
1 Coupon Per Person Expires 10-4-02 H'Burg Store Only
58 E. Wolfe St., Harrisonburg

vvv-kn&cbrew.er$

nrn
u
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FOR RENT

HELP WANTED

Wanted: Part tlrat/PRN

SERVICES

*• MB • S250/monU>
oriai^tKflord.eau. 540831-5514

FamHy With 4 Small Crtlldran (ages 0. 3. 18 TtoMl twins)
looking for r> pysitter fOI
mornings. C**'l Kathy for more
details. 43^9503

Receptionist
Variable shtfts. bend rwimr to.
Sharon Gib*w>ii
RMII WHInraa Cenler
501 Stone Split i« Kit
Hamaonburg. VA 22801

IbUa Foam Party! Crank up your
neMt party with mountains of foaml
Unbelievable results. Equipment/
operator rental. Call Charles.
54028*9677 or 540-298-1184.

Roaai for tMblsl - Off campus
Townhouse with 3 femsla Grad
siudanti. $212 ptr month. Please
tail Julia. 301 9836224
Final Bantam far your Praaafty Advertise rouf property In Tha
Breara ciaasifted adsl Low puces.
great rasulUI Coil 568-6127 for
more into* manor

*250
a day potential, loca positions.
1800-293-3985

PARKING SERVICES
w now htrlrvg siudrni*. fur as
•hioVtii nifianjTiK-nl pr-npum
Starting pay la 88.50 per hour
with opportunities (or •dvnw*inrni To Inquire, please
call 568 3553. email
w)inanntdV)jmu rtln or visit
hltpV/u'inr | m 11 erf u/par Mnp
tn apply online

FOR SALE
2e" Mongoeee Solution . . ■.
tpeed mountain bike. Brand new.
nevar baan uaed, S500. Call Tim.
433-1110
Can MlM Onjaele CaKaaal
Gift 1 TtwKt. 231 N. Mam.
TIJ

- Fully loaded
car In aicanant condition.
112.000 man. (1.400. Mult aaal
Call 540942 3887.
'•• VW (all ■ 5 >oaad manual
fanamnwlon. new tlras, Intpaction
good through 7/03, good
condition. 1800. 433 3350
• 4WO. 3 me*
lirt. food condition, great tor four
• heeling. $2,500. or belt offer.
Can 5404380681
IMiFeM CaMeet - 5 tpeed. VS.
84.000 mllee, great ahape, new
wee. battery. Perfect atudent carl
14.398. beet offer 87*4947.

Financial Services Internship Paid internship with financial
incentives. Gain
first hand
experience ol tha financial services
industry Assist In marketing.
fmanti.li reviews, and seminars.
Bulk) your resume) Call 442 6422
or aeversote#rrfsxom.
$9.00 Hour. Nude Model,
Naadad lor Art Classes - Ho
•■penance necessary Pert time
work Fo< information or to apply
call Sara at 434 4807. E-mail
ipcwkyjmafrfiotmail.com

Earn Calra Cash - judging high
school gymnastics1 Gymnastics
knowledge required, will train
techniques of Judging. E-mail
maaseiraOimu edu for more
Wormabon.

Compute* Hetp in Vow Home - AM
areas from internet to upgrades
and repairs. A* Certified. Call a
■PC Geek' now. 540432 9547 or
5404786873.
www.Kanecomputars.com
Lang Distance 3.9 eeete/
minute - No fees No 10-10. Call
1866 366 3489
http://bestratas.iscooi.net

NOTICE
For more information and
aauNascr re padlnj the
Mvettigalna of linuxinr; t****ns
aapulwMirv «■« *e
Bctirr Binine*. Bureau. Inc
I-8W-533-5501

$1,500 Week), Potential '- rntaM
our circulars F'ee information. Call
2034830202
Fraternities • Sororities

TRAVEL

Oar programi mmkt
fandreltlng ra«> with no rliki.
f undriiiing J*ici arc filling quickly.
to get with the program' It works.

■ Travel
free 2003. Free trips, parties,
and meals. Party with MTV.
Hottest destinations. Most
reliable. Call 1-80O426-7710.
www iu"ipt$SM our*.cony

Spring Break 3003 - is now
sponsored by Student Express!
Cancun. Acapuico. Marattan.
Jamaica. Bahamas. South Padre,
les Vegas, Florida, and ibua.
Book early and get free meals!
Student Enpress sponsors the
besi parties and is now hiring
salaried Salespeople. Campus
Reps, and Onsite Staff. Contact
www.studenteipress.com or 1-800
787 3787 tor details.

JMU Seftof Break.. Are you doing?
Than go Owect' Book now and gat
guaranteed lowest pnee, free meals.
and free insurance' Campus rape
wanted! Organize some friends travel fee! Wa have ssro ftartomar
complaints!
1 800 3671252
wwwspnrigbreak«*rect.com

bam SI.000- S2.000 this
icmcsicr *ith a proven
CamputFundraiscr 3 hour
fundraitmg event.

Enatlc Dancara Want ml
eiceiient pay and benefits Call
Kawi. 246-5047 or M*e. 6070433.

•1 Spring Break
•I 110%
best prices' Meuco, Jamaica.
Bahamas. Florida, Tetas Book now
and receive free parties and
meals. Campus raps wanted!
1*00234-7007
endlesssummtf touts com

;MOA a KAtmxo* JA*WCA
BWAaVU* HOW/I

(lulls • Student Groups

Tatar r4aa*aalor Oiligi Nyalii •
FVenbie schedule •/ 5 hours par
weak S10/hour. 234-8584 or amail loopy222#aoi com.

Spring Break Insanity) Go to
www.m'e*campus.com or call us at
1800-3276013 Guaranteed lowest
prices' Hottest destinations and
parties Cancun. Jamaica. Fkmda,
Terns and Bahamas party cruise!
Fifteen years e»periencal Campus
rapa wanted • tree trips!

CunUKi ('■mpuiFundralur
atsn-92)-)2)K.u(Miit
MMM campvifundraner torn

• 1 Spring Break - Free trips,
parties, meals, lowest prices.
Parties with MTV/Jerry Springer.
Featured with MSNBC. Better than
even www.swispie&'Ttoun.com

1-800-426-7710.

•eWftw.
i ^aw.asa.eaeT
aaja|j)stiBiaTiaaM
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111 Early Spring Break ta-aolaaal
Cancun ft Jamaica from $429'
Free breakfast, dinners & parties!
Award winning company! Group
leaders free* Ftonde vacations from
$149' springo/aakf/ave/.com

PERSONALS
Horseback
Riding Lessons
10 minutes from campus.
820/hour. Beginners through
advance-! B-BIDBBM
Call Dank-llr. 433 4973
www keexhnutunfafma com

WanU.lt Spring Breakers! SCV
wants to sand you on Spring Break
2003 to Cancun. Acapuico. Mvatlan
Jamaca c the Bahamas tor Iraal Can
now at 1800795-4780 or email at
saH ie>i uncoaatvacatiooa .com.
HI Early Baaakskst Spring (VMk
Bahamas party cruisel 5 days
$299! Includes meals, parties'
Awesome beeches, nightlife1
Departs from Florida! Gat group
go tree' spnngCveaAfravef.com
1*00678*386.
Act Newt Guarantee the best
spring break prices' South Padre
Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas.
Acapuko. Florida, and Mardigras
Travel free, reps needed, earn
$$$. Group discounts for 6*. Call
1 888-THINKSUN (1-888*44*578
dept. 2626 )
www tpnngbre3MdiBcountt.com

Sigma Alpha Lambda • a national
collegiate leadership and honors
organization, is seeking highly
motivated students to assist in
starting a local chapter 3.0 GPA
required
Contact
us
at:
chapters#sajmaalphatambda org
Ikyelvel One day first Tandem
skidives from 2 1/2 miles up!
22 lumper aircraft. JMU student
discounts! Call 1*77-3483759
(877-CHVESKY)
•ww skydiveorange com

ADVERTISE IN
THE BREEZE
CLASSIFIED ADS!

BaB taring Break Trfcae - An the fun
end all the protections. American
Eiprass Worldwide. Guaranteed
best buy. One tree trip for every 10
paid or cash starting with first
booking. You sail • we collect
payments World Class Vacations
1*00-222-4432

S.VOO for the first 10 words
S2.0O for each add I 10 words
Mock ads arc SIO inch

Now accepting
credit cards'.

Spring Break
2003
with
StudentCrty.coml fl, trip air. hotel
tree 'ood and 150% lowest price
guarantee! Reps wanted! Organize
15 friends, earn 2 free trips. VIP
treatment, cash and prizes to
promote StudentCUy.coml Cai
18002931445 or e-mail
saiesBstudentclty.com today!

Visa Of Mailer Card
Place your ad today!

568-6127

Just $15 to run your "For Sale" ad for the entire semester
or until it sells (whichever comes first)!*
This offer is good through December 5, 2002 and only applies to advertising in the
"For Sale" section. Ads must be 20 words or less. Offer applies to individual
items only. Retail stores and businesses do not qualify for this special offer.
All ads are subject to Breeze approval.
Take advantage of this great deal!
568-6127
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and MRC Records

TALENT SEARCH!!!

Wed: 1 Opm-12

Fr-,&SaU0Pm-1am

-r

Katherine A. Martin, D.O.

ALSTON'S PUB AND MRC RECORDS ARE LOOKING FOR
THE VA11ETS MUSICALLY TALENTH) DURING A TB. Wffl( TALIOT SEARCH
EVERY MONDAY STARTWG SPTEMBER11 Ml WITH HNALS BONG

m ON NOVEMBER 25.2001.

Family Practice Physician

ALL CONTESTANTS RECEIVE
• I Song Demo at MRC Records
• A chance to compete In the finals

Same Jii\ appointment* arailablt

OPEN TO NEW PATIENTS
l/ii.[ insurance is accepttd

Women's Medicine - Pediatrics - Osteopathic Manipulation - Sports Medicine
Adult Medicine - Accidents - Allergy/Skin Problems - Complete Physicals-all ages

(540) 438-9292

WINNER RECEIVES
• 15 hour recording session at
MRC Records...and much more
2nd PLACE
• 5 hour recording session at MRC Records
Hosted by Pony Express, 98.5 Rock, KCY, KISS FM 93.7

1

~(» ' S. I ligh Street (Next to lowl I ion on Southag 42)

SIGN UP EACH MONDAY AT 7 PM...THE SHOW STARTS AT 8 PMl
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL ALSTONS PUB AT 540-432-0610

We Carry the Best!
ARCTTERYX

The Burg's Source
**
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For Quality
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MALC5EME

One Mile North of Campus!
OUIDOOR WEAR AND EOUIPMCNT
UAH

liaONBURQ.

v i n a I M I A

Water Bottles!
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At South View Apartments
Thursday, September 19th
4-6 pm

Free Food, Refreshments
Volleyball, Basketball
Prizes

wzmm^Myss«
Sign a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments
and get FREE local telephone service, FREE ethernet,
and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year.
The Commons

■J

»i

Office Hours
Mon-Fri 8:30 301-5:30 pm

South View

Stone Gate

Ml

1068 N Lois Lane

432-0600
www.lbjlimited.com

